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ABSTRACT 

Historical occounts of nursing education and nursing practice give 

meaning for the education and proctice of nursing today. There ore limited 

written stories of the lived experiences of nurses who were troined and 

procticed nursing in the yeors between 1930 and 1950. The purpose of this 

phenomenologicol study was to gain Insight into the experiences of 

registered nurses during this time period. 

In on effort to locote portlciponts for the study, five nurse educotors 

were osked to supply names of retired nurses who might meet the criterio. 

The seven retired nurses were contacted and agreed to porticipote in the 

study. They knew other nurses who were contacted and os o result, thirteen 

nurses met the criterio of hoving been troined in nursing and procticed 

nursing at least three years between 1930 and 1950. 

This phenomenologicol study was conducted In Texas at four different 

sites from the Ponhondle to southeastern Texas. Semi-structured 

interviews with thirteen retired nurses revealed their perceptions and 

reactions to their roles os nursing students and os procticing nurses in the 

years 1930 to 1950. 
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The intent of the analysis of doto was to uncover the themes thot 

were descriptive of the nurses' lived experiences os nursing students ond 

procticing nurses In that ero. Coloizzi's method of onolysis wos used to 

uncover themes in the tronscribed interviews and the written questionnoire. 

There ore few personal accounts of the experiences of nurses who 

practiced during the twenty-yeor time period selected for this study. This 

phenomenologicol study uncovered the lived experiences of thirteen retired 

nurses who were willing to talk obout their lived experiences os nursing 

students and practicing nurses. The nurses in this study were impacted by 

sociol and economic events of this ero and by World War I I and the Greot 

Depression that affected the role of women In general. 

The most consistently recurring themes were coring, compassion, 

pride in being o nurse ond having no regrets. Many of the themes involved 

their oworeness of the humonity of suffering persons. Themes identified in 

this study include, "strength of relotionships," "equolity in humon suffering," 

and "risking self to serve others." The essential theme is "the preciousness 

of life." I t is in this theme thot the nurses' stories converged into on overoll 

essentiol theme thot reflects the quality and frogileness of life. 
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CHAPTER I 

GAINING A PERSPECTIVE OF NURSING EDUCATION 

AND NURSING PRACTICE 

Introduction 

"The untrained nurse is os old os the human roce; the troined nurse is 

o recent discovery" (Robinson cited in Donohue, 1996). The word nurse hos 

its roots in Lotin in the noun nutrix, meoning "nursing mother" and referred 

to o woman who suckled o child who was not her own (Donahue, 1996). The 

word nurse has been used os both o noun and o verb ond during the f i f teenth 

century began to encomposs more functions reloted to caring for oil 

humonity (Donohue, 1996). Before the eighteenth century, the noun nurse 

was a person, usually o woman who tended the sick; however, during this 

century the verb nurse Included waiting on or tending to o person who wos 

sick. I n the nineteenth century, nurse also included training for those 

tending the sick ond working under the supervision of o physician (Donahue, 

1996). 

For many yeors, the troined and untroined nurses hove cored for the 

infirm ond those with illnesses in both informal ond formol ways. For the 



most port, family members cored for one another and members of other 

families. 

In the sixteenth century, nursing wos closely ossocioted with the 

Church. Religious nursing orders were founded for the purposes of providing 

nursing services. They were bosed on love for humanity and were committed 

to ollevioting suffering. Or\e religious order thot still continues todoy wos 

estoblished in Fronce. St. Vincent de Poul (1576-1660) founded the Sisters 

of Charity at o time when destitution ond disease of continuing wors were 

overcoming Fronce (Donahue, 1996). St. Vincent provided the sisters' 

spiritual training through weekly lectures. The talks were recorded by one 

of the sisters ond they hove been described os o model for nursing ethics 

(Donohue, 1996). St. Vincent was responsible for many reforms for the poor 

and hospitol reforms os well os organizing charities (Donahue, 1996). 

Florence Niqhtinqole 

Modern nursing come into being with the recognition of the efforts of 

Florence Nightingole, os she orgonized nurses and nursing core for the 

wounded British soldiers In the Crimeon Wor. In addition to saving countless 



lives, she wos responsible for worldwide reforms in hospitol odmlnistrotion 

ond nursing (Donahue, 1996; Jensen, 1955; Nightingale, 1946). 

Nursing practice by troined nurses has existed for approximately 150 

years. Florence Nightingale's book Notes on Nursing {1859/1946) describes 

some of the proctices of nurses in the nineteenth century including 

sonltotlon, word monogement and stondordizing nursing procedures. She 

wrote about situotions, expectations and frustrations of nurses who 

practiced in her era. Miss Nightlngole's writings provided insight into the 

woy nursing should be procticed ot that time. 

Florence Nightingale's courage and determinotion began the movement 

toword decreosed morbidity ond mortality. Her effort to improve the 

environment brought awareness to what nursing should be. Nursing hos 

progressed through mony stoges and hos been influenced and shaped by 

culture ond society while ot the some time it has odded to the development 

of the culture. The history of nursing includes stories of triumphs ond 

odventures ond olso stories of trials and misunderstondings. Donahue (1996) 

writes thot nursing is "the story of on occupational group whose stotus has 

olwoys been affected by the prevolent stondords of humonity" (p. 2). 

Turning points in world progress hove been mirrored in nursing. By 1930 ond 



through the 1950s, o nurse wos typically o femole who wore o starched 

uniform and o white cop, and who worked in o hospitol. 

Modern Descriptions of Nursing 

Nursing has been defined in o number of ways; however, there is not o 

unlversol definition of nursing. Eorly textbooks describe nursing os the 

desire to help the unfortunate (Hormer A Henderson, 1939). There ore 

ombiguous meanings ossocioted with the word "nursing" (Mayer, 1996; 

Bornum 1990). 

Nursing hos been described os both on ort ond o science. Florence 

Nightingole wrote thot what nursing hos to do "is to put the patient in the 

best condition for noture to act upon him" (1859/1946, p. 6). In the mid-

nineteenth century, Florence Nightingole left o significont legocy through 

her writings obout nursing, nursing educotion, nursing monogement, os well os 

environmental health and reseorch. 

Hormer and Henderson (1939) wrote "nursing moy be defined os thot 

service to the individual thot helps him to ottoin or mointoin o healthy state 

of mind or body; or, where o return to health is not possible, the relief of 

pain and discomfort" (p. 2). They further explain that health conservotion 



should be the ultimate oim of oil heolth professional groups and any 

definition of nursing thot "excludes preventive nursing is not only incomplete 

but misleoding" (p. 2). Nurses were tought to not only core for the sick, but 

also to include "core of normal persons in the prevention of disease, and the 

core of the mind os well os the body" (Harmon A Henderson, 1939, p. 2). 

A well-known nurse leoder writes that nursing is 

primorily ossisting the individual (sick or well) with those 
octivities contributing to health, or its recovery (or to o 
peaceful death) thot they would perform unoided when they 
hove the necessary strength, will, or knowledge; nursing also 
helps indlviduols carry out prescribed therapy and to be 
independent of ossistonce os soon os possible. (Henderson, 
1966, p. 15) 

Henderson's generolized definition hos been odopted by the 

Internotionol Council of Nurses; however, there continues to be o wide 

voriety of definitions of nursing (Schlotfeld, 1986). 

Eorly Nursing Leaders 

In oddition to Florence Nightingole, such nurses os Lillian Wold, Mory 

Brewster, Lovinio Dock, Isobel Hampton Robb, Mory Breckinridge ond 

Adeloide Nutting cought the ottention of the public through their innovative 



chonges. The creotive thinking and persistence in beliefs mode these nurses 

pioneers in chonging nursing educotion ond nursing proctice. 

Lillion Wold (1867-1940) is perhops best known for storting the Henry 

Street Settlement in New York's Lower East Side. This cooperative 

neighborhood service wos estoblished to provide health core and education 

for immigronts ond the poor in on oreo where deoth ond morbidity rotes 

were high because of the health hozords of the slum. Lillion Wold's 

contributions to nursing were numerous, including the organization of public 

heolth nursing, school heolth nursing ond establishment of the Rural Nursing 

Service of the American Cross (Buhler-Wilkerson, 1991; Dolon et ol., 1983; 

Donohue, 1996; Portnoy A Dumos, 1994). Mory Brewster worked with Lillian 

Wold in the House of Henry Street thot ultimately encompassed nursing 

service, social work, ond educotionol octivities. 

Lovinio Dock wrote one of the first textbooks for nurses, T/ie 

Textbook on Materia Medica for Nurses, in 1890 to help students better 

understond drugs ond solutions. Dock joined the Henry Street Settlement 

to work with Lillion Wold and Mory Brewster. She wos concerned and 

troubled about the oppression of nurses and believed one of the mojor 

problems confronting nursing wos the mole dominonce in the heolth field. 



Dock was outspoken obout how mole dominance In heolth professions impeded 

the development of nursing. Her warnings were unheeded. Lovinio Dock 

mode literory contributions to nursing through books and orticles. In 

colloborotion with Adelaide Nutting, Dock wrote o classic text on nursing 

history ond she is known os the foremost nurse historion (Donahue, 1996). 

Isabel Hompton Robb (1859-1910) was o leoder in the early 

development of Americon nursing and has been described os o nurse with 

vision in terms of nursing's growth, octivities ond organizations. In 1890, she 

became the first Superintendent of Nurses of the Johns Hopkins Hospitol 

Training School for Nurses. She wrote three influential nursing books and 

was on originol member of o committee that established the American 

Journal of Nursing \N\\\C\\ is still in publicotion today (Donahue, 1996). 

Adelaide Nutting (1858-1948) succeeded Isobel Hompton Robb ot 

Johns Hopkins ond mode Robb's dreom of o three-year course and on eight-

hour doy o reality. She mode significant contributions to nursing and nursing 

educotion. In addition to writing The History of Nursing mt\\ Lovinio Dock, 

Nutting wrote mony articles and letters obout her belief in o brood 

educotion for nurses (Donohue, 1996). The words she penned in 1925 

continue to be relevont. 



We need to reolize and to affirm anew thot nursing is one of the most 
difficult of arts. Compassion may provide the motive, but knowledge 
is our only working power. Perhaps, too, we need to remember thot 
growth in our work must be preceded by ideos, ond that any conditions 
which suppress thought, must retard growth. Surely we will not be 
satisfied in perpetuoting methods and troditions. Surely we shall wish 
to be more and more occupied with creoting them. (Nutting cited in 
Donohue, 1996, p. 324) 

Mory Breckinridge founded the Frontier Nursing Service in 1925 to 

provide midwifery service in the Appolochlon Mountoins of Kentucky. She 

sought to reploce the nursing ond midwifery proctices of the untrained and 

uneducated women who bosed much of their practice on superstitions with 

modern troined core that would decrease the complications and mortolity of 

both mothers ond bobies. The certified English troined midwives reoched 

the rural areas on horseback, performing normol deliveries and providing 

nursing services to bobies ond preschool children. Breckinridge ochieved 

dramatic results proving the usefulness of trained nurse-midwives in areas 

where physicions were not reodily ovoiloble (Donahue, 1996). 

Eorly nurse leoders were influential in setting stondords for nursing 

education and nursing practice. Individually they mode signif icont 

contributions and collectively they were responsible for chonges that 

enhonced ond progressed nursing. 
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Professional Nursing and the Professionol Nurse 

In the 1930s, the status of nursing ond nursing educotion remained 

controversial. Esther Lucille Brown published o report, "Nursing os a 

Profession," indicating that nursing was one of the emerging professions 

(Hormer A Henderson, 1939). Nursing was being publicly referred to os o 

recently established profession, thus giving credibility to the recognition of 

nursing os o profession. 

In the 1930s, the Americon Nurses' Association defined professionol 

nursing os 

o blend of Intellectuol ottoinment, attitudes and mentol skills 
based upon the principles of scientific medicine, ocquired by 
means of o prescribed course in o school of nursing offilioted 
with o hospital, recognized for such purposes by the state and 
practiced in conjunction with curative ond preventive medicine 
by on individual licensed to do so by the state. 

A professionol nurse, therefore. Is one who hos met oil legol 
requirements for registration in o stote ond who practices or 
holds o position by virtue of her professional knowledge and 
legol stotus. (Hormer A Henderson, 1939, p. 3) 

By the mid-twentieth century nursing os o profession hod 

evolved to thot of on organized group that hod to receive recognized 

preporotion to begin to proctice nursing (Jenson, 1955). 



Influences on Nursing 

Nursing educotion ond proctice during this ero wos influenced by the 

mojor historicol and societol events of thot time period such os the "Roaring 

Twenties" ond the "Greot Depression." These two historical events 

represent o controst in general thinking, from o time of economic prosperity 

ond societal goodness to one of employment losses ond economic crisis. 

Portlciponts in this study were offected by World War I I in direct and 

indirect ways. World War I I brought obout family separations, losses and 

devostotion, while ot the some time It brought on end to the Depression. 

Nurses volunteered for militory duty, leaving hospitals in the United Stotes 

understaffed. The shortage of nurses to staff hospitals resulted in the 

development of the concept of team nursing that relied on nurse's aides for 

much of the work. 

Florence Nightingole ond the eorly nurse leaders represented the 

culturol elite. As nursing schools were estoblished, students became 

increosingly representative of the white middle doss. Block nurses found 

entry in the nursing schools to be very difficult. They often were troined in 

Block hospitals ond in schools thot were considered substondord by white 

nursing professionols (Carnegie, 1984). The volues of the white middle doss 
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were brought into the profession of nursing during the time period of this 

study. 

Lynough (1991o) writes "nursing's historicol meoning is found In the 

work nurses do" (p. 254). Nurses' work was influenced by society and has 

shoped todoy's nursing profession. The lived experience provides o 

quolitotive perspective thot Is not reflected in quontitotlve doto. 

This study wos grounded in the belief thot oil people hove stories to 

tell and that os people age they occumulote rich life experiences. Tapping 

the resources of the heolthy oging populotion con yield voluoble life lessons. 

Mony of the experiences of older registered nurses remoin only in their own 

memories or the experiences they choose to shore with others. 

Limited Stories of Lived Experience of Nurses 

Facts and doto exist for nursing practice ond nurses' training in the 

1930s to 1950s (Dolon, Fitzpotrick A Herrmann, 1983; Donohue, 1996; 

Lewenson, 1996). Yet, there ore few stories from the nurses who trained 

ond practiced nursing in that time period obout whot it was like to be o nurse 

during these yeors. Moyer (1996) recorded the Jewish experience in 

nursing 1881-1955. Bledsoe (1997) recently discovered, ond published in 
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port, the diory of her ount, Stella Wiemon, who chronicled her experiences 

OS o Red Cross nurse in France during World Wor I . Many nurses sow the 

Red Cross as on ovenue to serve both their country ond humonkind (Bledsoe, 

1997). 

Despite o world wor and on economic depression, women gained o 

certoin amount of liberotion during these years. Women's roles begon to 

change with World War I I os many were forced to find employment ond to 

ossume more fomily responsibilities os o result of the finonciol devostotion 

of the Greot Depression and men being forced to serve with the Armed 

Forces. The changes in the status of women Impocted the nursing profession 

since nursing was viewed primarily os women's work. Troditionolly, women did 

not speak out, but rother remoined somewhat silent ond subservient. 

Purposes of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to understond whot It meont to be o 

nurse in the years between 1930 and 1950. I t seeks to describe the lived 

experiences of nurses who were troined and practiced nursing in this time 

period. The focus wos on specific individuals ond their perceptions of and 

reoctions to their roles os nursing students ond procticing nurses. 

12 



A twenty-yeor time period was selected in order to provide o breadth 

of time in which to listen to the stories of nurses who procticed mony yeors 

ago. The ero was selected so thot occounts of nursing educotion ond 

proctice could be gained from o number of retired nurses who could recall 

their experiences. Understonding the lived experiences of nurses in the 

1930s ond 1940s would provide onother picture of whot it meant to be o 

nurse during these crucial yeors. 

Stotement of the Problem 

Almost everyone recognizes nurse—by the very word, description, 

picture or portroyol. Mony people hove encountered o nurse by being o 

potient or o family member of o potient who is in need of heolth services. 

Nurses ond nursing hove been depicted In books, mogozines, movies and 

television in ways thot ore both reol ond unreal. At times nursing has been 

depicted in negotive ways such os Soiry Gomp, o nurse with low morols and 

undesiroble characteristics who was o character in o Charles Dickens' novel 

Martin Chuzzlewit {\^art, 1995; Kolish A Kolish, 1995). She has been 

described os o chattering alcoholic midwife (Altick, 1971). While she was o 

deplorable person she portroyed the image of the nurse ot thot time period. 

13 



Often those providing nursing core were those who were serving time for 

criminal octs or who were arrested for olcoholism or prostitution. The 

portrayal of nurses offected nurses' perceptions of themselves. 

The era of 1930-1950 was o time when the profession of nursing was 

beginning to be recognized os o respected profession. Educotion for nurses 

wos ovoiloble in collegiote progroms os well os hospitol-bosed nurses' troining 

schools. Standards of practice provided structure ond guidelines for nursing 

practice and nursing education. Nurses were in increosed demand because of 

0 shortage of nurses reloted to wortime. Women begon to toke greater 

responsibility os men entered the military services during World War I I . 

The United Stotes realized on economic revival resulting from wartime 

industry. Nursing os o profession was raised to o respectable level. 

As the nurses of the mid-twentieth century retire ond move from the 

forefront of nursing practice, their voices and personol accounts of nursing 

con be lost. I t remains important to heor ond document the experiences of 

the nurses who practiced in that era os post experiences influence the 

present ond the future. There ore histories of nursing that record many of 

the eorly nurses' experiences (Bledsoe, 1997; Bullough A Bullough, 1984; 

Cornegie, 1984; Mayer, 1996; Schorr A Zimmerman, 1988). These stories do 

14 



not reflect the multitudes of nurses whose voices hove not yet been heord. 

Understanding o portion of the experiences of the nurses who hove lived and 

practiced during the period of 1930-1950 provides on opportunity to leorn 

obout nursing from those who experienced it. 

Reseorch Question 

While there ore multiple questions regarding nurses who procticed in 

the 1930-1950 ero, this study specifically sought to onswer the overall 

question "Whot wos the lived experience of nurses In the era of 1930-1950?" 

This question led to further explorotion about how nurses became nurses 

and what wos involved in their training. The personal values and beliefs of 

the nurses would impoct their view of nursing ond their view of people. 

Their beliefs obout nursing may hove been shoped by their ideas about 

caring and compassion. The beliefs of the relationships with patients and 

other heolth core providers would likely impact their lived experiences. 

Approaches to the Study 

The phenomenologicol approach to this study described experiences 

OS they were lived, olso known as the lived experience. "Phenomenology is a 

15 



way of viewing ourselves, others, ond everything else that comes in contoct 

with our lives . . . I t is the instant when experience, reflection, ond ideas 

come together ond moke sense to the individual" (Russell, 1999 p. 168). 

Participants describe their own experiences and the researcher's goal is to 

develop insightful and rich descriptions of their lived experiences (Burns A 

Grove, 1997; Roy, 1990; Russell, 1999; von Monen, 1990). Phenomenology Is o 

retrospective reflection on experience (Russell, 1999). 

While phenomenology con be troced bock to the eighteenth century, 

the preporotory phase of the phenomenologicol movement begon with Fronz 

Brentono (1838-1917) and his development of the concepts of inner 

perception and intentionality. Inner perception is how one's own lived 

experience appears to his/her consciousness. Intentionality refers to the 

notion thot whotever appears to one's consciousness refers to on object or 

to something (Russell, 1999). 

The second phase of phenomenology wos dominoted by the Edword 

Husserl (1857-1938), known os the "fother of phenomenology" (Russell, 

1999). Husserl believed thot descriptions of the phenomena would reveal 

the essence of the lived experience. The concepts of inter subjectivity and 

life world were developed by Husserl during this phose (Russell, 1999). 

16 



^Intersubjectivitydescribes how subjective oworeness ond understonding 

con be shored in o common world," while ''life world'is the world of lived 

experience" (Russell, 1999, p. 169). 

Phenomenology then evolved olong two paths. The first is hermeneutic 

phenomenology which was odvonced by Martin Heidegger (1889-1976) who 

believed there Is no world seporote from the consciousness (Russell, 1999). 

Hermeneutic researchers believe thot longuoge, or text interpretation, 

captures the nature of the lived experience as it is understood by the 

person. 

The second poth, existentiol phenomenology, wos influenced by 

Maurice Merleou-Ponty (1908-1961), who osserted thot perception is reolity 

ond that people ore perceptually present to the world and immersed in it 

(Russell, 1999). According to Merleou-Ponty, perception is the originol 

oworeness of phenomeno os they oppeor in experiences ond is evidence of 

the world os it is lived (Boyd, 1993). 

Mox von Monen (1990) is o leoding human scientist who introduced o 

hermeneutic-phenomenologic opprooch which is grounded in Germon and 

Dutch philosophic troditions (Roy, 1994). Von Monen's notion is that human 

science research con not be seporoted from the textual proctice of writing 

17 



(Roy 1994). Further, von Monen (1990) writes that meoning is disclosed 

through the combination of description, themotic interpreting, and 

metophorlc insight and is the product of the text. 

Coloizzi (1978) developed o systematic opprooch to doto collection ond 

analysis. The perceptions of the reseorcher ore recognized and then 

brocketed. This study is grounded in the philosophy ond approaches of von 

Monen (1990) and Coloizzi (1978). 

"The process of struggling to see is, in other words, phenomenologicol 

method" (Boyd, 1993, p. 101). Boyd (1993) writes that the importonce of the 

experience of phenomenology is o focus on human involvement in the world. 

The concern of phenomenology is to uncover oil possible descriptions and 

understandings of the experience (Russell, 1999). Inquiry of the 

phenomenon begins in silence os the reseorcher ottempts to see rother than 

to think obout the phenomenon (Oiler, 1981). 

Need for the Study 

There ore increasing studies of the lived experiences of potients 

(Beck, 1992; Beck, 1997; Dillon A Stines, 1996); however, there ore few 

studies that explore the lived experiences of nurses. There is o sense of 
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urgency to listen to the stories of the nurses who lived through the 1930s to 

1950s OS they ore aging and their stories could be lost to future generations 

of nursing. This study emphasizes the need to portray the experiences of 

the nurses and to do so in their own voices. 

Assumptions 

Underlying assumptions about this reseorch must be considered in the 

interpretotions ond understondings of the doto generoted by the study. 

Meaning is found in onolysis of the textuol doto thot wos gained from 

interviews and written survey. This study Is based on the phenomenologicol 

ossumptions os outlined by Ploger (1994, p. 71). 

1. Human beings ore social diologicol beings. 

2. Understonding is olwoys before us in the shored background 

practices; it is in the humon community of societies ond cultures. 

In the longuoge. In our skills ond activities, and in our 

intersubjective ond common meonings. 

3. We ore olwoys olreody in o hermeneutic circle of understanding. 

4. Interpretation presupposes o shared understanding and 

therefore hos o threefold forestructure of understanding. 
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5. Interpretotion involves the interpreter ond the interpreted in o 

diologicol relotionship. (Heidegger, 1927/1962; Taylor, 1991) 

A philosophicol ossumption obout quolitotive doto is thot reality is 

subjective (Oiler, 1981). The nurses' stories of their lived experiences ore 

therefore, their reality. 

Definitions 

Understonding is enhonced through shared meonings. To enhance the 

understanding of this study key words ore defined below. 

Bracketing: o process during which the researcher identifies personol 

bioses obout the phenomenon of Interest to clarify how personol experience 

and beliefs may color whot is heard ond reported (LoBiondo-Wood A Hober, 

1994, p. 500). 

Essence: the intrinsic or necessary properties of o thing (von Monen, 

1990). 

Narrative: A tool used by the storyteller to find woys to explain the 

unusual (Bruner, 1986). 

Phenomenologicol research: reseorch thot is based on the 

investigotion of the description of experience as it is lived (Coloizzi, 1978). 
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Phenomenon: on occurrence or fact thot con be perceived by the 

senses (Von Monen, 1990). 

Story: an account of on event or series of events that allows one to 

"orrive ot on understanding and order of the world and self" (Herman, 

Kempen A von Loon, 1992, p. 23). 

Storytelling: the description of experiences by the nurse 

portlciponts. Storytelling is o form of norrotive (Sondlewoski, 1991). 

Strengths 

This phenomenologicol study hos strengths thot enhonce ond enrich 

the results. First, there was access to reol people who lived and worked in 

the yeors between 1930 and 1950. Second, there were recollected stories 

of nursing experiences by the 13 portlciponts. Third, troining schools ore 

represented through o wide range of geogrophic locotions from the 

northeast to the southwest. Lost, the reseorcher was able to meet with the 

nurses ond goin personal videotoped interviews. 
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Limitations 

A limitation in phenomenologicol research is thot generalizations 

connot be mode beyond the population on which the study is based. The 

nature of phenomenologicol research is to oilow the reoder to gain insight 

ond understonding of the nurses' lived experiences (Boyd, 1993; von Monen, 

1990; Lincoln A Gubo, 1985). 

Leorning from Experiences 

As the twentieth century draws to o close, people primorily 

understond nursing through personol experiences, publications, television and 

movies. Literoture reveols little of nursing experiences during the 1930-

1950 ero, particularly the voices of nurses who lived and worked in those 

years. The number of nurses who entered nurses' troining ond procticed 

nursing 50 yeors ago ore diminishing with odvonced age. There ore nurses in 

their late seventies through early nineties who ore still living ond con provide 

o voice obout nursing during these yeors. 

Von Monen (1990) ploces importonce on the need to exomine the 

subjective experiences of people in order to understand the development of 

personol and professionol identities. Certoin ospects of the individual's life 
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con be viewed objectively, such os their work history; however, when 

experiences ore reported subjectively, the reoder not only sees the picture 

but also o portrait of the ortist. 

The yeors between the Nightingale era and the early identification of 

nursing theory in the 1950s held many chonges in the work experiences of 

nurses (Dolon, Fitzpotrick A Hermonn, 1983; Donohue, 1996; O'Toole A Welt, 

1989). Fortunotely, the stories of mony of these nurses con still be heord. 

While some ore no longer living, there ore o number of nurses todoy who hold 

mony memories of nursing. Their collective memories include experiences 

related to nurses' training ond nursing practice. 

While early historicol events of nursing hove been extracted from 

time to time, the accounts of personal stories ore limited. Bullough and 

Bullough (1984) studied nurses from the yeors 1870 to 1940 while the 

experiences of block nurses were recorded by Cornegie (1984). Additionolly, 

o compilation of stories of nursing leoders who shoped the American Nurses 

Association has been recorded (Schorr A Zimmermon, 1988). 
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Summary 

This study will ottempt to reveal the lived experience of nurses who 

completed nurses' troining and practiced nursing in the twenty yeors 

between 1930-1950. Finolly and ultimately, this study was designed to 

discover the essence of nursing by listening to the stories and experiences 

of the nurses. 

This chapter includes the purposes of this phenomenologicol study of 

retired nurses who procticed nursing during the 1930s to 1950s. The 

strengths, limitotions, ossumptions and definition of terms ore also included 

along with o brief description of phenomenologicol research. Chapter I I 

includes o review of the literoture with o focus on nursing history, nursing 

education, American history, phenomenology, norrotive and storytelling. In 

Chopter m , the phenomenologicol methodology will be described olong with 

the reseorch design. The findings of the study ore reported in Chopter IV 

that Includes extensive norrotives of the portlciponts ond Chapter V 

includes implications for nursing practice and nursing educotion. 
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CHAPTER I I 

EXPLORING THE BACKGROUND 

Introduction 

This chopter provides the background ond foundotion for the study. 

I t oddresses the beginnings of nursing os well os the mojor historicol events 

thot impacted the United Stotes during the two decades under study. A 

review of the literature Illuminated the ero that is specific to the present 

study. The f i rs t section of this chopter deols with historical perspectives 

of Americo os well os historicol roots of nursing ond nursing educotion. The 

heart of the chapter addresses phenomenology os o method of inquiry while 

the lost section of this chapter explores storytelling and narrative os 

methods for conducting phenomenologicol research. 

Historical Perspectives 

Americon History 

I t would be impossible to study the history of nursing without putting 

it in the sociol, politicol, ond technologicol context of Americo during the 

1930-1950 era. History con be seen not only as fact, but as lived 
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experience. The experiences of these nurses reflect educotionol stondords 

ond nursing practices of those decodes. 

The decades of the 1930s and 1940s include yeors of growth and 

prosperity, years of depression ond losses, os well os pre-ond post-wor 

yeors. The training ond practice of nursing was clearly influenced by the life 

changing events thot occurred In the lives of every Americon who lived 

during these yeors. The following section contains information obout 

important events thot affected nursing ond nursing educotion to provide o 

bockdrop for this study. 

Roots of Nursing ond Nursing Education 

The history of modern nursing is based on the ground-breaking work 

of Florence Nightingole (Riehl and Roy, 1974). Nightingole believed and 

tought that nursing was on art ond "must be raised to the status of o troined 

profession" (Cook cited in Lewenson, 1996, p. 13). Nightingale was o weolthy 

womon who tronsformed nursing from the service of disreputable women to 

levels of respectobility. Her innovations in nursing provided the beginning of 

many instances In the history of nursing where "seeds hove grown and 
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flourished into solid systems of education, proctice and research" (Donahue, 

1990, p. 72). 

Although Florence Nightingole described nursing os on ort , she mode 

outstonding contributions to nursing os o science. She wos recognized for 

her work in the Crimeon Wor where she wos successful in saving lives, 

reducing infections and bringing order out of battlefield choos. Af ter 

returning to London, Nightingole estoblished on independent school of 

nursing (Donahue, 1996; Thomas, 1990). The Nightingale school became o 

model of nursing educotion thot wos adopted in many ports of the world. 

Florence Nightingole wrote obout nursing practice and emphosized the need 

for good monogement ond sonitory practices. In addition, she was o brilliont 

stotisticion (Thomas, 1990). 

Training schools for nurses begon in 1873 in the United Stotes 

following the Civil Wor when bottlefleld nursing core was provided by 

volunteer nurses ond former sloves. The troining schools emphasized the 

"trained nurse who replaced the natural born nurse" (Lewenson, 1996, p. ix). 

Following the Civil Wor the industrial economy was becoming increasingly 

important while the traditional farming economy was fading in importance 

(Lynough, 1991o). These changes opened new opportunities for women ond 
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many middle doss women were drown to nursing. One such person wos Mory 

Clymer who recorded some of her personal impressions and experiences os o 

student nurse in o personal diary (Lynough, 1991b). She entered troining 

school ot the Hospitol of the University of Pennsylvonio in 1887. Thomas 

Eoklns selected Mory Clymer for his fomous painting of The Agnew Clinic. 

The pointing depicts o scene in the surgicol omphitheoter ond she represents 

"Eoklns' symbol of o vibront oge, full of optimism and promise" (Lynough, 

1991b, p. 254). 

Visiting Nurse Service 

The visiting nurse movement begon in Americo toword the end of the 

nineteenth century. This was o time that wos "dominoted by 

industriolizotion, urbonizotion, immigrotion, ond the ever present threot of 

infectious diseose" (Buhler-Wilkerson, 1987, p. 42). Most people chose to 

stoy ot home during illness, relying on troditionol healing methods and 

occosionolly seeking the help of the physicion in o locol dispensary. Because 

the sick poor were often neglected or received inadequate treatment, the 

communities relied on visiting nurse services (Buhler-Wilkerson, 1987). 
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The Beginning of the Twentieth Century 

At the turn of the century, nursing for the public good was carried 

out in settlement houses where nurses worked in local communities and 

provided core ond heolth educotion. Portnoy ond Dumos (1994) report that 

the "experience of living ond working in the community of Henry Street 

Settlement hod o profound effect on the nurse reformers" (p. 372). 

Americon nurses were strongly Influenced by the story of the English 

nurse, Edith Covell. Edith Covell was o diligent nurse who wos committed to 

vorious couses such os supervising nursing core during o typhoid epidemic ond 

later she took the Nightingole system of educotion to o nursing school in 

Belgium. When World Wor I broke out, Covell cored for Germon, Belgion, 

ond French soldiers. Covell not only took core of their physical needs, she 

assisted French soldiers to escope German-occupied Belgium. Efforts to 

help the soldiers escope led to her arrest and Imprisonment. Af ter 10 weeks 

in solitary confinement, Covell was tr ied ond convicted os o spy. The day 

before her execution by o firing squad, Edith Covell colmly sold thot she 

willingly gave her life to her country and thot she had seen deoth so often 

that she hod no feor of i t (Cooper, 1995; Lewenson, 1992). While she is the 
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only nurse known to be executed, mony nurses hove willingly risked their 

lives in the service of others. 

Nurses not only served the poor, they olso died while serving others. 

Cloro Moose wos o pioneer nurse who went to Cubo in 1901 with other 

Americans in on ottempt to conquer yellow fever. She volunteered in on 

exper I mentol study and died of yellow fever o few doys later (American 

Nurses' Associotion, 1976). 

Growth of the Profession of Nursing 

Training schools for nurses increased along with o growing number of 

hospltols. The increosed number of the training schools resulted in 

Inodequote supervision ond inconsistent levels of skills ond education. As 

troined nurses emerged there were no stondords for job titles or 

quolificotions for nursing staff. The Alumnae Association of the United 

Stotes wos organized in 1896 to develop standards for nursing training ond 

guidelines for nurse troining schools. The name of this orgonizotion was 

loter changed to the American Nurses' Association. North Carolina was the 

first stote to pass o low that permitted registration for nurses in 1903. 

Eight yeors loter thirty-three stotes hod passed registrotion lows; some of 
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these states mode registrotion mandatory. Initiolly, standards and 

expectotions were low and were often set by physicions; however, 

improvement grew out of the persistence of dedicoted nurses {Lamps on the 

prairie, 1984). 

By 1909, there were 1,105 hospitol-bosed diploma schools of nursing. 

Thot yeor also sow the beginning of the f i rs t collegiate school of nursing ot 

the University of Minnesoto (Deloughery, 1977; Thomos, 1990). 

I n 1910, there were 1,416 nurses employed by 565 visiting nurses 

services organizations. School nursing evolved os the New York City 

Department of Health employed visiting nurses to go to the homes of 

children who could not ottend school becouse of illness or contogious 

diseose. The program was developed under the guidance of Lillian Wold and 

proved to be successful (Buhler-Wilkerson, 1987). 

During the Industrial Progressive Era (1900-1915), philonthropic 

orgonizotions were developed. The foundotions combined the "potentiol of 

weolth with the creotivity ond dynamism of indlviduols and the power of 

institutional influence" (Abroms, 1997, p. 18). While these foundations hove 

been criticized for elitist behavior ond for concentroting wealth, they have 
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olso been responsible for improvements in social welfore and for supporting 

research ond innovation. 

The Rockefeller Foundation wos inf luentiol in nursing os a result a 

1918 report in The New York Times about a shortage of public health nurses 

OS o result of the World War I ond the influenza epidemic. The Rockefeller 

Foundation convened o meeting of prominent leoders in public health work, 

education and nursing to discuss the status of public heolth in the United 

Stotes. The consensus of the group was that the basic schools of nursing 

did not odequotely prepare nurses for the proctice of community health 

(Donahue, 1996). As a result of thot meeting, o notlonwide survey was 

undertoken about the nature of nursing ond nursing education. The 

milestone Goldmork Report was published in 1923 with ten significant 

conclusions regording the need for improvements in nursing education 

(Abroms, 1997). 

As o result of this study the Rockefeller Foundotion endowed 

professional schools of nursing and established the Yale University School of 

Nursing in 1923. In oddition, funding was provided for Block nursing 

progroms and post-groduote public health nursing, os well os support that 

fostered the growth of on internotionol network of nurses. Indeed, while 
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many funding decisions were based on noturol science and medical 

innovations, the Rockefeller Foundation support also helped nursing develop 

OS o profession (Abroms, 1997; Donahue, 1996). 

World Wors, Military, and the Red Cross 

Annie Goodrich wos o major nursing figure to emerge from World Wor 

I where she served os the Chief Inspecting Nurse ond was the founding dean 

of the Army School of Nursing. Later, Mrs. Goodrich wos the founding deon 

of Yale University School of Nursing. The school was funded by the 

Rockefeller Foundotion ond was the first to maintain independent status ond 

the first to gront o collegiate degree in nursing education (Boer, 1990). 

A Red Cross nurse, Stello Wiemon, served in the United States and 

loter in Fronce. She described her experiences in o personol diary, some of 

which wos published after her death. The Red Cross was given the charge 

by the United States government to recruit nurses and os many os 20,000 

nurses responded ond joined the Army Reserves (Bledsoe, 1997). Active 

duty assignments soon followed os war threatened and the nurses became 

known os the Army Nurse Corps. They were easily recognized when they 
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wore their Red Cross navy cope with red lining. American soldiers treated 

the nurses "with chivalry ond gratitude" (Bledsoe, 1997, p. 13). 

During World War H , militory nurses were needed to stoff hospitals, 

ombulonces, hospitol ships and conduct troining programs. The demand for 

nurses exceeded the supply of troined nurses and military nurses were 

required to work short-handed. Nurses ossigned to battlefield areas were 

shocked ond oppolled ot the primitive conditions they found there and they 

become adept ot Improvising due to limited supplies (Dymond, 1996). 

The Decade of the 1920s 

This era reflects o nostolgic sociol history thot focused on urban life 

with diminished attention for rural life styles. While much emphosis wos 

ploced on the popularity of the aspects of urban life, o lorge population of 

people continued to live in rural communities (Shannon, 1969). During this 

decade there were sociol conflicts with issues such os prohibition, morality, 

religion and immigrotion. The rapid sociol chonge brought anxiety and 

conflict between those who approved and those who resisted the societal 

changes. "The decode's prosperity brought little social harmony and 

stobility" (Shannon, 1969, p. 275). 
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Gwyneth Owen (1992), ot age 83, wrote of her experiences of being o 

student nurse and loter of her proctice of nursing in the 1920s. Through 

the use of outobiogrophy she told o personal story of o nurse's experience in 

her early doys of nurses' training and practice. Mrs. Owen left her home in 

Wales ot age 17 to work In o privote nursing home. She chronicled her 

experiences in the inf luenzo epidemic, in o mole scarlet fever word, the 

smollpox epidemic of 1929 where she wos on ombulonce duty to collect the 

patients who would be admitted to the hospitol and her work on o 

tuberculosis word. She also described the strictness of the social lives of 

the student nurses. Looking bock, she stated that she hod o happy time os o 

nurse (Owen, 1992). Through the story of her adventures os o nurse, the 

reader can follow her character development and her plight through 

turbulent times. In porticulor, the reader is oble to build knowledge of 

nursing os it wos in the historicol era of the 1920s (Owen, 1992). 

This decade also resulted in significant chonges in both the role and 

status for American women in the 1920s. This breakthrough ero resulted 

the Eighteenth Amendment thot prohibited the use of alcohol, and the 

Nineteenth Amendment that gove women the right to vote. The sexual 

revolution of this decode sow dramatic chonges in clothing ond hairstyles for 
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women. Nurses were impocted by oil of the changes os they began working in 

0 voriety of community settings. Mirroring the larger society, their 

garments ond hoirstyles also chonged. This wos justified os o woy to 

erodicote pothogens that might hove been picked up by long skirts drogging 

the floor ond by long hoir or long-sleeved garments (Hawkins, 1997). 

Public health nursing expanded to rural communities ond nurses 

troveled by outomobile to patients' homes. Despite early goins In 

employment ond wages, societal restrictions gave nurses less earning power. 

By the 1950s nursing wos omong the five lowest-paying, lowest-status jobs 

for women who worked outside their home (Howkins, 1997). Nursing hod 

once represented upper-class women but now attracted middle-doss working 

women. 

Nursing education began its slow journey owoy from hospitol-bosed 

troining schools os the 1920s produced social and politicol events leading to 

the formation of collegiate nursing educotion. A small number of 

Midwestern universities designed progroms to educate general practitioners 

of nursing. The honor society for nursing, Sigma Theto Tou, was established 

in 1922 for the purpose of recognizing nursing knowledge and nursing 

reseorch. 
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The Decode of the 1930s 

Nursing education and nursing proctice reflected new strides while 

encountering new problems. Schools of nursing stressed discipline ot the 

expense of ocodemic excellence ond creativity. tAajor changes in nursing 

organizations that occurred in this decade were influential in creoting new 

and better work environments for registered nurses. 

Prior to 1937 nurses hod been required to work 12 hours o doy and up 

to 70 hours o week. In 1937 the workdoy for nurses wos shortened to eight 

hours ond limited to six doys o week (Fondiller, 1997; Hort, 1995). The 

Social Security Act of 1935 ollowed stotes to receive grants for public 

health activities. This enabled thousonds of nurses to obtain formal training 

in public health nursing (Fondiller, 1997). 

Sigma Theto Tou, the honor society for nursing hod exponded to six 

chopters by 1934. The third president of Sigmo Theto Tou, Ruth Perkins 

Kuehn, wos elected in 1938 ond o year loter became deon of the school of 

nursing ot the University of Pittsburgh. Three yeors loter she earned a 

doctorote, thus becoming the first deon of nursing to hold o doctorate 

(Fondiller, 1997). 
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Notional health research began in the 1930s. The Notional Cancer 

Act of 1937 established the Notional Cancer Institute that would be the 

first of eight institutes to moke up the Notionol Institutes of Health 

(Notter A Hott, 1994, p. 224). 

Applicants to schools of nursing in the 1930s were required to be high 

school graduates and schools of nursing hod to be accredited by the State 

Board of Nurse Examiners (Crowder, 1980). A Grading Committee was 

formed thot estoblished requirements for oil occredited schools of nursing. 

Nursing leaders stressed that "essential knowledge derived from the 

biologicol ond social sciences must be woven into nursing [educotion]" 

(Fondiller, 1997, p. 23). In 1937, the second revision of A Curriculum Guide 

to Schools of Nursing provided guidelines for planning program revisions and 

meeting the educotionol chollenges thot would enhonce professional nursing. 

The Decade of the 1940s 

Another World Wor downed in the early yeors of the fourth decade. 

Nurses were colled to come to the old of their country and to core for the 

men who would become sick and injured in the line of duty. The Nurse Corps 

was organized ond many nurses joined the militory os o way to serve their 
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country. Opportunities grew for nurses in terms of promotion in military 

careers and in the experiences in the Europeon front. 

In 1945, the nursing progroms that led to baccalaureate and master 

degrees were listed by the Notionol League for Nursing Education (NLNE). 

At this time, 16 colleges and universities offered 78 different programs 

(Fitzpotrick, 1978) ond by 1946 there were 138 collegiate nursing schools 

(Thomos, 1990). I t wos ot this time that nursing leaders recommended the 

closing of hospital nurses' training progroms with on emphasis on the 

development of boccoloureote progroms. The Brown (1948) ond the Ginzberg 

(1948) reports stressed rodicol changes in nursing, but neither could predict 

the rapid emergence of community colleges. Hospitol-bosed nurse troining 

programs were reduced and replaced with two-year training programs for 

nurses in community colleges. The rood to professional nursing through 

boccoloureote educotion grew slowly ond remoined elusive (Lynough, 1991a). 

Economic forces influenced the growth of the nursing profession 

ofter World Wor I I . The hospitol industry sow o time of growth and 

finonciol security. Nurses' incomes remained low ond they became 

increosingly dissotisf led with their woges ond working conditions. Some 

nurses left while others demanded higher wages. Hospital monogement mode 
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efforts to keep labor costs down through the use of untrained personnel to 

supplement nursing. As o result, significant chonges in the development of 

professionol nursing including the emergence of politicol octivism and mojor 

reseorch studies of nursing service ond nursing educotion (Grondo, 1997). 

Following World Wor I I the trend moved toward educoting nurses in o 

college or university setting Insteod of o hospitol school of nursing; however 

many nurses remoined in hospitol-bosed schools of nursing (Horris, 1973). 

Chonging the focus from troining to educotion hod on impoct on the content, 

teoching method ond the selection of nurse educotors. Collegiote educotion 

Included conceptual thinking, goal setting and potient core needs. 

Nurses sought to improve their working conditions through initiatives 

such OS the Americon Nurses' Associotion's (ANA) Economic Security 

Progrom that wos storted in 1946. Increosing nursing shortages coused 

nursing leoders to rethink nursing educotion. In 1948, the ANA 

commissioned Esther Lucille Brown, o sociologist, to explore the opporent 

lock of quality nursing core (Grondo, 1997). The Brown report identified the 

need for two types of nursing personnel; the ossistont nursing stoff who 

would work under supervision (nurses' olds and licensed procticol nurses) and 
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professional nurses (college-educated nurses). As o result of her report 

major changes took ploce both in educotion and work settings. 

The years following World Wor I I hove been described os pivotal in 

nursing history (Lynough, 1997). The public imoge of nursing hod become 

positive OS o result of their emergence os o significant force during wartime 

OS well OS the recognition of their societal value. Postwar affluence resulted 

in on increosed demond for nurses in hospltols ond in public health settings. 

Nurse leaders continued to push for reform in order to upgrade ond 

standardize nursing education. Growth wos impeded in o number of ways os 

nursing educotion remained rooted in hospitol-bosed schools of nursing. 

Another borrier to progress was the orgonizotionolly weok structure of 

nursing. In oddition, there were only o few boccoloureote programs in 

nursing and even fewer nurses who were prepored enough to teoch ot the 

collegiate level (Lynough, 1997). Conflict existed between scientificolly 

based nursing educotion ond clinicolly focused training. Inf luentiol nurse 

leaders such os Virginia Henderson, Foy Abdelloh, Hildegord Peplou and 

Frances Reiter believed nursing should be scientificolly based and clinically 

focused. "They valued the idea of nursing os o distinct field with its own 

intellectual ond reseorch base" (Lynough, 1997, p. 28). 
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The visions and dreams to bring improved quality to nursing educotion 

ond to patient core were slow in coming due to borriers of societol change. 

Lorisey (1990) writes that better-educated nurses were not volued because 

the mojor workforce continued to be trained in locol hospitals thus, 

continuing the resistonce to change. By the end of this decade there were 

few nurses who hod collegiate educotion. 

Reflecting on the post Is o woy to exploin the life ond experiences of 

those who con leod to insight ond understonding to nurses who lived during 

those times. An appreciation of the post not only gives one o sense of origin 

and development, but also ollows for reflection on nursing experiences that 

hove Influenced modern health core (KIppenbrock, 1991). Exploring the post 

helps one to better understand the present (Lorisey, 1990). 

In posing o question to modern nurse leaders, Kippenbrock (1991) 

discovered that oil of the nurse leoders found meaning from nursing's 

historicol roots. He surmised thot nurses hove hod to endure mony 

hardships along the rood to todoy's complex nursing profession (Kippenbrock, 

1991). 
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The Method 

Phenomenology 

The roots of phenomenology ore in philosophy. The notion is not to 

look ot ony phenomena other than phenomeno which is ossocioted with human 

beings and con be ony thing that grips the interest of the researcher 

(Bornum, 1990). 

"Phenomenology is o subjective. Intuitive, reflective, philosophical 

onolysis of the woys by which we become owore of the phenomena which ore 

presented to our consciousness ond of the interpretotions of the nature ond 

meoningof thot consciousness" (Mitchell, 1990, p. 256). I t has been 

described os o "kind of thinking which guides one bock from theoretical 

obstroction to the reality of the lived experience" (Field and Morse, 1985, p. 

27). Phenomenology begins with human experience and the purpose of 

phenomenologicol reseorch is to seek o " . . .fuller understanding through 

description, reflection, and direct oworeness of o phenomenon . . . .it is the 

study of essence—what mokes something whot it is" (Roy, 1990, p. 173). 

Phenomenology hos been cotegorized os o philosophy, on opprooch to 

reseorch and os o methodology (Burns A Grove, 1997; Roy, 1994). I t hos also 

been described os o belief system about how we come to know. 
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"Phenomenology asserts that things must be known in their entirety rother 

that by reduction to their ports, knowing the ports is not enough to 

understand the thing itself" (Roy, 1994, p. 165). When studying the humon 

experience, phenomenologicol research Is o way to Investlgote the holistic 

person (Roy, 1994). Beck (1992) writes thot the moin objective of 

phenomenology is to " . . .exomine and describe phenomena os they ore 

consciously experienced" (p. 167). 

There ore several premises of phenomeno that should be addressed. 

First, the purpose of this type of research Is to understond the meoning of 

events and interactions, in the everyday lives of ordinary people. 

Understanding is ot two levels. First is the way that the people understand 

lived experience ond second is the woy the researcher interprets their 

understonding. The point is that the reseorcher Is trying to understond 

"their" understonding or the meonings these people hove ploced on the 

events and interactions in their lives. I t Is not only important but Is 

necessary for the participants to be in o normal, noturolistic setting in order 

to engoge in o conversotion with the reseorcher. 

The second premise is that the researcher reolly does not know what 

the events or interactions mean to these people. An effort to control the 
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bioses of the reseorcher is termed brocketing. Bracketing is o concept 

described by Husserl that allows the researchers to "set aside" their own 

bioses ond to attend to the phenomenon under question (Russell, 1999). The 

question exists os to whether the researcher will be able to recognize 

his/her own biases. Bornum (1990) writes that researcher bios moy be the 

primory limitotion of phenomenology. Field and Morse (1985) write that o 

primary requisite of phenomenologicol research is that there ore "no 

preconceived notions, expectotions or fromeworks present to guide 

researchers as they direct and begin to onolyze the doto" (p. 28). 

The third premise is that individuals construct meanings about events 

and other people. I t is importont to remember that there con be 

differences from Individual to Individual ond ot different times from the 

some individuol (Sondlewoski, 1991). I t is not o deterministic view thot gives 

meoning but rather it is the individuol who constructs his/her own meaning. 

The fourth premise is thot meoning Is constructed through 

interoctions with other people. I t is leorning whot others understond from 

their experiences ond how they understond and determine what things mean 

to them. 
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The fifth premise is that there ore multiple personal interpretations 

of events and sociol interactions. I t moy seem controdictory when the some 

event or situation is interpreted In different woys by vorious portlciponts. 

The sixth premise is that o personal collective meaning of the world 

around each person constitutes o personal reolity. How the events and 

interactions ore understood by the individuol constitutes their reality. Thus, 

seporote realities ore on on equal plane, which mokes one person's reality os 

good OS another's reality. There ore no judgments, only different 

perspectives (Dr. Burgo Jung, Class Notes, EPSY5382, Foil, 1993). 

The goal of phenomenology Is to understand the individual from the 

their perspective. Burns and Grove (1997) write thot understonding requires 

the participants to interpret their experiences for the researcher who then 

must interpret the participants' explanations. Understanding is based on 

discovery of meoning of human experiences. Phenomenologicol reseorch is an 

inquiry Into the phenomenon of interest. "Inquiry is o subjective, 

exploratory process through which researchers and practitioners come to 

know" (Dzurec A Abraham, 1993, p. 78). The aim of this study is to reveol 

the experiences of o select number of nurses ond, therefore, to come to 
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know ond understond their lived experiences of nursing education ond 

nursing practice and the meonings thot ore revealed through their stories. 

Storytelling 

Stories hove been told and listened to throughout the ages. Herman, 

Kempen ond von Loon (1992) write thot stories oIlow people to "arrive ot on 

understanding and order of the world and self" (p. 23). Storytelling has 

been used os o way to look deeper inside of one's self (Schwartz, 1989). 

There is o sort of enchontment thot is ottoched to storytelling. Stories 

hove been o vehicle to convey family troditions, historic events, fobles, 

fiction ond truths os well os to teach moral values (Lorkin A Zohourek, 1988). 

Storytelling con be used to convey the good, the bod or the ugly and 

con be therapeutic and educotionol ot the some time (Moyers, 1995). 

Mayers (1995) successfully used storytelling with older patients with 

dementia while Brooks (1987) found storytelling to be theropeutic for 

children and adolescents with leorning disabilities. Hamilton and Weiss 

(1991) write thot when children become storytellers in the clossroom, the 

storytelling con "build confidence and poise . . .stimulate inventive thinking . . 

.and develop oppreciation of other ethnic cultures" (p. 27). Stories become 
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powerful tools to volidote the richness of on era and to give credit to 

nurses' rich experiences (Lindesmith A McWeeny, 1994). Boykin and 

Schoenhofer (1991) add thot storytelling helps to communicate the 

"integrity of nursing" (p. 245). 

A story tells about o certain ploce and o certoin time. I t allows one's 

mind to focus on o specific experience. I f one gives attention to the 

storyteller, one con become o port of another person's experience. 

Polonyi (1985) writes that os storytelling unfolds, "It becomes cleor to 

the listener that the events of what happened in that other ploce and time 

will become cleor os the story unfolds" (p. 9). Polonyi (1985) analyzed 

conversational storytelling In o structurol and culturol sense. Stories ore 

structured ond ore "told to moke o point, to transmit o message .. .often 

some sort of morol evoluotion or Implied criticol judgment about the world 

the teller shores with other people" (Polonyi, 1985, p. 9). 

Volue lies in story for both the teller ond the heorer (Glonz, 1995; 

Schwortz, 1989). Both the listener and the teller ore affected by 

storytelling os the story unfolds, it is o mystery of the relationship thot 

engages both the teller and the hearer (Schwartz, 1989). In working with 

children, Schwortz (1989) reports that storytelling helps students to step 
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into experiences they may not hove hod in their own childhood (p.42). Glonz 

(1995) reports thot when students engoged in storytelling their interest was 

stimuloted while ot the some time, their stories tought importont lessons. 

Zipes and Barlow (1996) suggest that storytelling tends to bring o 

sense of community. Storytelling also is o way to encourage people to 

develop their imoginotion ond creativity os they begin to piece together 

their own personal stories. Storytelling thus con oIlow the teller insight ond 

introspection and perhaps even new self-knowledge. Stories from the 

repertoire of nursing experiences will surely odd to the knowledge about 

nursing in the middle of this century. 

When memories ore called up from post experiences, some may be 

uncomfortoble or even poinful. The memories of the nurses may include 

those of dying potients, angry people, or situotions in which they felt 

helpless. While studying the phenomenologicol ospects of illness, Toombs 

(1993), herself o prisoner of multiple sclerosis, writes "communicoting on 

experience of illness moy be difficult becouse the lived experience is so 

unique in its impact on the self" (p. 21). Likewise, for the portlciponts, 

communicating their lived experiences, whether to the reseorcher, before o 

video recorder, or even to oneself, moy prove to be difficult and poinful. 
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Every person has o unique story ond o unique perspective that is based 

on their interpretotion of life experiences (Bowers A Moore, 1997). Some 

ore not hesitont to tell their stories while others must be prodded or 

cooxed. There ore people who think their story is insignificant (Byers, 1993; 

McGuire, 1993) while others believe no one really cores to listen. There is 

often o lock of recognition of the wisdom thot yeors of experience con 

provide. Kleinmon (1988) states "All we need Is o certain set of 

circumstances for those stories to unfold and come forth" (p. 388). I f the 

circumstances ore not present or if there is no one to listen, then whot 

happens to the memories thot ore stored In the heorts of those people? 

This study provided the opportunity to listen to the experiences of nursing 

to be told by thirteen aging registered nurses. 

Storytellers 

In proise of storytelling, Parker (1990) suggests that nurses should 

listen to their own experiences with patients. How does one begin to 

understond the hearts of the nurses, the work they did, the fears they hod, 

the "roison de etre" — things they hove long held in their heorts, the stories 

that hold significance, thot hove chonged lives forever, their lives and their 
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potients' lives. We must acknowledge the stories thot live in their souls, 

those stories that bring credence to the profession of nursing. 

Stories must be interesting if they ore going to be retold; however, 

what Is interesting to one person may not be to onother (Mumby, 1993). 

Likewise, the storytellers moy believe their own story is insignificant. 

McGuire (1993) and Byers (1993) found thot elder women who porticipoted 

in their studies could not imogine that anyone would wont to listen to 

experiences of their lives. The voices of the elder women in their reseorch 

reflected the question of IVhat do I have to say that anyone would want to 

hear? 

Morse, Bottorff ond Hutchinson (1995) used story os o means to gain 

understonding obout the experience of discomfort in their patients. The 

potients were osked to describe the discomfort of their present situotion of 

troumo, surgery or major illness by telling their stories. 

Storytellers become authors of their own unique stories. Eoch story 

is individual. It matches no one else's ond Is o unique blend of the 

perceptions, volues and beliefs of the person ond their lived experience. In 

this reseorch study, the porticlpont shopes the story thot is guided by 

memories ond experiences. 
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Lindesmith ond /McWeeny (1994) write that informal storytelling has 

olwoys been o port of nursing culture. They further state that storytelling 

is on "intrinsic port of many cultures because it establishes connections 

between people ond creotes o shored history" (Lindesmith A McWeeny, 

1994, p. 186). 

The benefits of storytelling ore becoming Increosingly recognized. 

Storytelling hos proved useful in self-help groups. Lorkin ond Zohourek 

(1988) stote thot "therapeutic benefit is derived for both the storyteller 

ond the listener" (p. 51). Brooks (1987) studied children with leorning 

disobilities and reports that storytelling helps children become more 

confident in thot the telling helps the children to organize their thoughts 

and express themselves more cleorly. Storytelling con foster self-

confidence. 

As a physicion (Kleinmon, 1988) discovered two importont things when 

he osked patients obout the experiences of their illness. First, he found 

that his perception of the potient and his ottention to the disease were not 

the some os the patient's view. Second, the telling of their experiences of 

illness increased the patients' tolerance for pain ond treatment. Kleinmon's 

(1988) discovery led him to conclude that "illness has meoning and to 
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understand how it obtoins meaning Is to understand something fundamental 

obout illness, about core, and perhops about life generolly" (p. Ix). 

Perhaps most signif icont for the use of story in nursing research ore 

the findings of Boykin ond Schoenhofer (1991). "Nurses sharing their 

stories experience occeptonce ond o sense of support, both in the telling and 

in the listening . . . nursing stories ore rich doto sources for research that is 

truly nursing Inquiry" (p. 248). To further support the benefits for 

storytellers, Lindesmith ond McWeeny (1994) write that experienced nurses 

sometimes devalue their knowledge of nursing practice yet "validation of this 

knowledge by peers during storytelling provides heightened awareness ond o 

new offirmotion for practice" (p. 187). 

There is noturolness in norrotive. "It is the obvious woy of exploining 

not only whot occurred but the signif iconce of whot occurred" (Kermode, 

1990, p. 3). The humon mind mokes meaning of informotion in scientific ond 

norrotive woys. Norrotive is o tool used by the storyteller to find ways to 

explain the unusual and therefore the narrative becomes more lifelike than 

science (Bruner, 1986). 

The therapeutic value of storytelling is reciprocal ond offects the 

lives of both teller and listener. Storytelling provides information to the 
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listener while ot the some time ollows the storyteller to feel understood. 

Nelson (1989) described o mogic ond power in storytelling. While the 

storyteller weaves the story, evoking feelings and creating images, the 

listener olso weaves pictures. 

Johnson (1984) states that every facet of life is affected by 

storytelling. When the words ore vivid, the listener relates to the senses 

ond actions of the chorocters. "Storytelling octs to bond us more intimotely, 

porticulorly when the stories ore about ourselves or someone we know" 

(Johnson, 1984, p. 52) 

Boykin and Schoenhofer (1991) write thot nursing situotions ore 

brought to life through the use of story. This affords o realism to the 

stories ond provides o vehicle for transfer of knowledge gained from the 

lived experience of others to nurses of today. 

"Storytelling octs to bond us more intimotely" (Johnson, 1984, p. 22). 

Lindesmith ond McWeeny (1994) write that storytelling "establishes 

connections between people and builds o shored history" (p. 186). "The 

power of stories volidotes the rich experiences of nurses" (Lindesmith A 

McWeeny, 1994, p. 187). 
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Sinclair (1994) described the commemoration of o life story by 

writing "the manner in which he tells his story is solemn and formol, 

interrupted by cothortic emotion, for he recalls the death of his friends and 

comrodes.. . .The post is immediotely present for him during his 

commemorotive speech to me" (p. 147). 

"Nurses studying the nursing story leorn to extroct from their brood 

repertoire of nursing and reloted knowledge thot which is relevant to the 

story they ore presently living" (Boykin A Schoenhofer, 1991). Story is o 

means for tronsferring vision from the storyteller to the reoder. 

Boykin and Schoenhofer (1991) reported that illness narratives 

enlighten people obout how life problems ore created, controlled, ond made 

meaningful. Sincloire (1994) wrote that she developed on awareness of the 

meaning of the stories through the narratives themselves. "Narrative is the 

compelling woy to moke sense of the emotional experience . . . norrotive helps 

us to understand how we moke meoning of our lives" (Sinclair, 1994, p. 23). 

There is also significance for the portlciponts. Nelson (1989) states 

thot story "gives o fromework on which to hong their own originol experience 

stories" (p. 389). There is power in storytelling, ond often the power lies 

with the storyteller. 
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storytelling is evident in every facet of life (religion, politics, social 

customs) and is nothing new for families (Johnson, 1984). "Stories can wrap 

us within o web of fomily lore and personal histories" (Johnson, 1984 p. 23). 

In the some woy, stories con toke reoders into the fomily ond history of 

nursing. 

Autobiographies 

Autobiogrophies oHow the reoder to view the writers. Schorr ond 

Zimmermon (1988) invited o number of nurse leaders to tell their stories of 

the well-known path to becoming nursing leoders. As the stories began to 

emerge, Schorr ond Zimmerman (1988) realized thot whot they hod 

perceived os "the person's mojor contribution to nursing ond the writers' 

beliefs about these contributions did not necessarily coincide" (p. vii). 

Serendipitously, they uncovered rich knowledge, history, and inspiration in 

these personol stories of the nurses in their study. 

Nursing biographies ond nursing autobiogrophies con provide rich 

resources for developing knowledge of the profession of nursing. Parsons 

and Williams (1987) suggest that students con gain on oppreciotion for the 

history of nursing by learning more about the evolution of those people and 
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events that influenced nursing. To uncover those "ordinary" nurses who hove 

not been labeled leaders, the authors write thot the printed catalogs of 

special librories ond subject bibliogrophies that pertain to specific subjects 

ore available. Additionolly, o search of librory cord catalogs, including 

subheodings such os personal narratives and American Red Cross and 

European War 1914-1918would produce titles thot would be ovoiloble to the 

students (Porsons A Willioms, 1987). 

A volue in exploring the realm of nurses' biography and autobiography 

lies in the importance of findings the nurses who hove not yet been 

recognized for their contributions to nursing. Porker (1990) soys nurses 

"proctice the ort of storytelling in olmost every focet of nursing" (p. 34). 

Experience 

The concept of experience "involves the exposure of people to 

situotions ond the development of their skills and knowledge os o result of 

this exposure" (Watson, 1991, p. 1119). Nurses of today con experience the 

experiences of others by internolizing their stories. 

In on analysis of the term experience, Watson (1991), determined one 

usage of the term is " . . .that knowledge gained over o period of time 
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through understonding events, emotions, or situotions" (p. 1119). Reliving the 

exact experience of onother will never be possible. Yet, storytelling moy 

ignite the senses so thot o port of time gone by can be seen through the 

frome thot is created by the crofter. The storyteller con become the 

moster of her own experience. "I am bound to my memories, my history, 

that complex intertwining of post experiences ond feelings of which I om 

composed" (Sinclair, 1994, p.26). 

There is that port of nursing history to be captured, historical events 

and the eros thot hove been suppressed os nursing rushes on. In the efforts 

to find better woys to core and to heol ond to further technologicol 

odvonces, we may hove left behind the meaning of nursing os it wos in the 

mid-twentieth century. These meanings could change thinking and perhaps 

benefit nurses today in the way they view caring ond heoling. 

Mitchell (1990) stotes thot experiencing, among other things, hoppens 

by the very nature of living. Perhaps there is truth in the adage that with 

age comes wisdom. "Experience ploys o key role in odult intellectual 

development, ond especiolly in the development of expertise" (Tennont A 

Pogson, 1995, p. 67). 
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The Norrotive 

There ore certain chorocteristlcs of the norrotive thot must be 

understood. Norrotives ore in first person. Norrotives tell stories to 

construct o mop or to serve as a guide to something, perhops o link to the 

post. 

The norrotive os story exists so that the listeners and hearers of the 

stories may better understand. The norrotives may be efforts to preserve 

on ero or to provide ovenues to relotionships. There Is often o social ospect 

to the message and the sociol context may of feet the story. 

Norrotive provides access to humon experience as a way to order 

events ond moke sense of them (Sondelowski, 1991). Polkinghorne (1988) 

believes that meaningful human existence Is constructed through norrotion. 

In the mld-1850s, it was recognized thot formal scientific inquiry was 

inadequate in its methods of exploring the character and nature of human 

individuality. Theorists began to suggest such strategies os biogrophies ond 

cose studies os possible ways of understanding individual troits and 

personolities. The norrotive form of cose study wos useful and importont In 

understonding human behavior. Polkinghorne (1988) categorizes narrative 

research as descriptive and explonotory. 
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The nature of narrative inquiry includes the concept of voice. The 

listener must heor the voice of the norrotor os o voice thot communicates 

and participates in o community, o voice that ottempts to find words to 

express meoning to someone else with os much truth os possible. Three 

voices hove been described in the norrotive. One is that of the inner self of 

the norrotor. Another is thot of the norrotor os memory ottempts to 

communicate experiences os they were lived. Finally, there is the voice of 

the listener who interprets whot is heard (Connelly A Clondinin, 1990; 

Herman et ol., 1992). 

Summary 

A historical perspective of nursing ploces the experiences of nurses in 

the context of time. Eorly nurses were clearly influenced by the changing 

times. Economics were unstable through these years os wars touched 

peoples' lives, chonging them forever. Coreer and education choices were 

impacted by the events of the times. While nursing may hove been one of 

the few options open to women ot that time, they became nurses for reosons 

that only they understand. Phenomenologicol research will ottempt to bring 
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to light those choices the nurses mode ond the experiences they 

encountered on their journey through nursing proctice. 
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CHAPTER I I I 

RESEARCHING LIVED EXPERIENCES 

Introduction 

The importance of studying the lived experience of retired nurses was 

introduced in Chapter I . The literoture about the history of nursing and the 

sociol, political ond economic activities reflecting life in the 1930s and 1940s 

was described. Phenomenologicol reseorch methodologies and doto analysis 

will be introduced In Chapter H I . A description of this chopter includes the 

identification of portlciponts, the research design ond confirmobility of the 

study. 

Phenomenologicol Research 

The study Is o phenomenologicol study of registered nurses whose 

lived experiences hove been studied intensively rather that extensively 

(Polit A Hungler, 1991). Von Monen (1990) emphasizes that meaning of the 

lived experience is reveoled by other people's reflections on their 

experiences. "One connot really understond phenomenology except by 

actively doing i t" (von Monen, 1990, p. 8). 
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According to Von Monen (1990), phenomenology con be conceptuolized 

OS 

the study of lived experiences, 
the explicotion of phenomeno os they present themselves to 
consciousness, 
the study of essences, 

the description of the experiential meonings we live os we live them, 
the human scientific study of phenomena, 
the attentive proctice of thoughtfulness, 
o search for what it meons to be human, 
o poetizing activity, (pp. 9-13) 

Phenomenology os Method 

Phenomenology Is o philosophy os well os o research methodology that 

has been recognized os o meons to reveal meonings in phenomena of interest 

to the researcher. Von Monen (1990) writes that phenomenology "describes 

how one orients to lived experience" (p. 4). He further describes 

phenomenologicol reseorch os olwoys questioning the "way we experience the 

world, to [the woy we] wont to know the world In which we live os human 

beings" (von Monen, 1990, p. 5). 

Phenomenology ond quolitotive techniques ore human science methods 

for conducting research about areas of interest. Omery (1983) writes that 

phenomenologicol methods con be considered o type of quolitotive 
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methodology, and therefore they shore mony similarities os 

1. All doto (subjective A objective) ore valuable, 

2. Doto ore reported in the noturol longuoge of the event or in the 

shared scientific concepts of the discipline, 

3. The reseorch is usually conducted in o noturol setting. (Omery, 1983) 

Omery (1983) writes that phenomenology is dif ferent from other 

quolitotive methods becouse 

1. There ore no preconceived notions, expectations, or fromeworks used 

to guide the researchers while gothering and onolzying doto, 

2. Phenomenology mokes no ossumptions. The researcher approoches the 

subject with on open mind, occepting whotever doto ore given. There 

is no overlying fromework to organize the doto. Doto ore not ignored 

because of conflicts with existing criterio, definitions or theoretical 

fromeworks. 

Phenomenology is both on Inductive ond o descriptive reseorch 

method. The gool of phenomenologicol reseorch is to reveol the meanings 

that the experiences hod for the individuals who lived through the 

experiences (Omery, 1983). I t Is the ef for t to copture the lived experience 

of participants (Burns A Grove, 1997; Coloizzi, 1978; Oiler, 1981; Roy, 1990; 
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von Monen, 1990). A phenomenologicol method is the process of struggling 

to see beyond the verbol description to seorch for meoning (Munholl A Boyd, 

1993). 

"When the phenomenon conceptualized for study is representative of 

the nursing situation, nursing may be known and understood" (Boykin A 

Schoenhofer, 1993, p. 95). Boykin ond Schoenhofer (1993) further explain 

that new knowledge moy ultimately result from understanding of o lived 

experience. For example, when one experiences the death of o close family 

member (parent, child, sibling) there is on increosed understonding of the 

grief and sorrow of onother person who loses o family member to death. 

The values ond beliefs of the nursing profession include o view thot 

the experiences of being human ore holistic and meaningful (Oiler, 1981). 

Phenomenologicol methods shore the some belief and volues about the human 

beings. The methods of phenomenology "consider oil that Is ovoiloble in the 

experience under study, both subjective ond objective, and strive to 

understand the total meaning that the experience has hod for the 

participants" (Omery, 1983, p. 62). 
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The Role of the Researcher 

The researcher becomes the instrument in phenomenological research 

as he or she engages in open-ended conversotions with each porticlpont 

(Bogdon A Biklen, 1992; Lincoln A Gubo, 1985). Oiler (1981) writes that the 

reseorcher becomes owore thot he or she is also involved in o world. The 

phenomenological researcher occepts oil doto os they appear, without trying 

to modify them to fit o preconceived definition of the phenomenon or o 

preconceived theoretical framework. While realizing that the whole may be 

quite different from the sum of its ports, the reseorcher still exomines the 

ports (Omery, 1983). The researcher guides participants in exploining or 

exploring the meaning the experience has for the porticiponts. Potton 

(1990) writes that the quality of the informotion obtained from the 

phenomenologicol conversotion depends on the reseorcher. 

Research bios is o concern of phenomenological research and is dealt 

with in various woys (Field A Morse, 1985; Hutchinson A Wilson, 1992; 

Lipson, 1991; Mitchell, 1990). One view is that it may be beneficial for the 

biases to be identified and incorporoted where appropriate, such os a breast 

cancer survivor conducting o study about breast cancer. May (1991) writes 

that"investigotors hove some oreo of interest in mind ot the outset, and 
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their gool is to discover and understond the informant's perspective on that 

particular aspect of life" (p. 191). The researcher comes to the interview 

with certoin perspectives, knowledge and experience, but then will 

subordinote these sources of information in ef forts to discover the 

informont's perspectives and experiences (May, 1991; Oiler, 1981). 

Another view is that researchers must suspend or brocket out their 

own biases, opinions and ossumptions. The notion of bracketing (Oiler, 1981; 

Omery, 1983; von Monen, 1990) meons thot the researchers set aside their 

own beliefs in order to listen objectively to subject information. However, 

Sondelowski (1993) writes that this does not oIlow the researcher to be 

ignorant of theoretical sophisticotlon. I n other words, the researchers 

must recognize their own feelings and perceptions and identify the way that 

these moy of feet their understanding of the phenomenon under study. For 

example, listening to stories that conflict with one's values and beliefs 

require the researcher to be true to the story ot the some time being owore 

of his/her own responsibilities. 

As Sincloire (1994) discovered, the researcher has to work hard to 

listen to the stories. Her participants were children and she hod to listen 

closely to be able to retrieve the authentic language of the children's 
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stories. Regardless of the oge of the participant, the researcher has the 

responsibility to work hord to listen—not only to listen to the words, but olso 

listen to the unspoken messoge behind the words. Expressing it succinctly, 

Seidmon (1991) writes, "It Is hard and sometimes draining, but I hove never 

lost the feeling that it is o privilege to gather the stories of people through 

interviewing and to come to understand their experience through their 

stories" (p. xv). 

Reseorch Design 

Von Monen (1990) introduced o hermeneutic phenomenological 

opprooch grounded in Germon and Dutch trodition ond philosophy. He 

asserts that meaning is discovered in the lived experiences of people and the 

way they orient themselves to their lived experiences. 

Coloizzi's (1978) opprooch to gothering textual doto and onolyzing thot 

doto consists of o series of steps. He emphasizes thot the methods used to 

analyze doto must match the oppropriote source of doto. Coloizzi's 

preferred strategy for generoting doto is diologicol interviews, which will be 

the primary strotegy for collecting doto for this study. 
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The goal of o phenomenological method is to remain true to the 

experience or phenomenon under study. Phenomenology occepts the 

experience os it is revealed by the porticlpont ond does not expect to find 

the some story in each phenomenological conversation with other 

porticiponts (Omery, 1983). 

Humon Subjects Protection 

Permission to conduct this research was obtained prior to any contact 

with participants. A packet wos developed which contained on explanation of 

the proposed study ond on informed consent form. The pocket wos 

submitted to Texas Tech University Internol Review Board for expedited 

review. Permission to conduct this study with humans was obtained before 

the study begon (Appendix A). 

Participants 

In order to locote retired nurses, it wos determined thot nurse 

leoders ond educotors might know nurses who would fit the criteria. 

Professionol meetings in Texos provided the opportunity to gain the names 

of several nurses who might be condidotes for this study. The efforts to 
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find nurses to porticipote in this project increosed through the "snowball" 

effect. 

Three Texos professionol nurses' meetings provided the opportunity 

to meet Informolly with nursing leoders who, ofter leorning about the study, 

provided o list of fourteen retired nurses. Nine of the fourteen individuals 

were ovoiloble by telephone and each of them verbolly consented to 

porticipote in the study. These retired nurses were located in four 

geographic oreos of Texos (Figure 1). Not only did the nine nurses agree to 

porticipote, they recruited others for o total of sixteen potentiol 

participants. Initial telephone contacts were mode with the participants 

from September 1997 through November 1997. Thus, the study began with 

the telephone consent of sixteen nurses who fit the criteria for this study. 

They were informed that they would be osked to tolk obout their 

experiences os nursing students and os practicing nurses during the 1930s to 

1950s. I t wos determined thot this number would be sufficient for this 

study OS phenomenological studies do not require large numbers in order for 

themes to emerge. Becouse the phenomenon is studied in depth, doto con be 
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Ploinview 

Ft. Worth 

Temple 

Beaumont 

Figure 1. Texas mop indicoting four locations where participants reside 
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generated with o small number of participants (Coloizzi, 1978; Polit A 

Hungler, 1991). Descriptions of lived experiences of nurses' training ond 

nursing proctice could be explored with the sixteen nurses who agreed to be 

porticiponts in this study. All of the participating nurses hod received their 

nursing education in the United States and hod practiced nursing in the 

United States for ot least three yeors between 1930 and 1950. The 

porticiponts ore now retired from full-time nursing practice ond their oge 

range is from the mid-seventies to mid-eighties. 

Due to heolth and personol difficulties, one of the participants was 

unoble to complete the study. Therefore, fifteen registered nurses from 

four sites In the stote of Texas ogreed to describe their nursing 

experiences os port of this study os one became unable to participate in this 

study. Two porticiponts were unable to complete the study resulting in o 

totol of thirteen porticiponts. While the seorch for the participants was not 

limited to Texos, oil of the nurses lived In Texos ot the time of this study. 

A pocket contoining o letter of greeting, interview protocol and o 

consent form was mailed to each participant (Appendices B. C, D). The 

interview protocol consisted of semi-structured interview questions (Polit A 

Hungler, 1991; May, 1991; Morse, 1994). The porticiponts were osked to 
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follow o sequence of guidelines thot included thinking about their nursing 

experiences and to recoil memoroble events from their nurses' training and 

nursing proctice. These recalled experiences could hove been remembered 

OS good, bod or opportunities for new growth. Portlciponts were requested 

to set aside o time in which they would think obout their memories. As 

specific memories of nursing experiences were remembered, the 

porticiponts were osked to write them down. 

The porticiponts in this study were thirteen retired nurses who hod 

groduoted from nurses' training schools between the years of 1934 and 1948 

and who hod procticed nursing for o number of years prior to their 

retirement. The nurses not only agreed to be Interviewed for the reseorch 

study, they also shored excitement obout discussing their troining and 

proctice in nursing. 

Through the processes of interview and o written survey, the 

porticiponts described their nursing experiences. Access into their world 

was gained through the pictures that they painted, both in o literal ond o 

figurative sense. Their longuoge wos eloquent yet simple to comprehend. 
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The porticiponts were oil Coucosion women who hove been retired 

from 10 to 30 years. They were oil willing to engage in conversation about 

their roles os nurses. They leod active and independent lives. 

The porticiponts became tutors teoching the reseorcher about the 

struggles ond the sotisfoctions of being nurses prior to the mid-twentieth 

century. Through their voices, they hove become the teachers for those 

who ore willing to listen, willing to heor, they become the tronslotors, 

bringing profundity to their own experiences. Each porticlpont is the main 

personality in her own biogrophy. The memories reveol not only their 

experiences of nursing practice, but also their own beliefs ond feelings 

obout being o nurse in the years between 1930 and 1050. 

Method of Anolysis 

Coloizzi (1978) writes thot phenomenology differs from other 

reseorch methodologies in that It is descriptive and its objective is to 

uncover meoning. Phenomenologicol reseorch is enhanced through meditative 

thinking on the port of the reseorcher. Phenomenology con promote o 

universal understonding of whot it is like to be o humon being. 
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Coloizzi (1978) writes about the doto anolysis he uses for 

phenomenological research. He points out that his methods of analysis ore 

not definitive and thot they 

usuolly develop with much overlapping omong them, so thot both the 
listed procedures and their sequences should be viewed flexibly ond 
freely by eoch researcher, so thot, depending upon his opprooch ond 
his phenomenon, he con modify them in whotever woys seem 
appropriate, (p. 59) 

In oddition to written protocols, Coloizzi (1978) describes other 

sources of descriptive doto that ore port of phenomenological techniques. 

Coloizzi writes thot it is importont to motch the oppropriote source of doto 

with the appropriate method for collecting doto. I f the source of 

descriptive doto is diologicol interviews, then the method must be 

imoginotive listening. A comporison chort of phenomenological sources and 

the appropriate descriptive methods ore listed in Toble 1. 

Table 1. Sources of descriptive doto and descriptive methods 
Sources Methods 

Written descriptions protocol analysis 

Diologol interviews Imaginative listening 

Observation of lived-events perceptuol description 

Imoginotive presence phenomenological reflection 

[Coloizzi, 1978, p. 67] 
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Coloizzi's (1978) method of analysis hos been used in o number of 

nursing reseorch projects. Beck (1992) used this method of analysis in o 

study to review the use of phenomenology in nursing research. She reports 

that in o lO-yeor period (1983-1993) nurse researchers used Coloizzi's 

method of onolysis o few times. Since Beck's 1994 review of the literoture, 

more nursing research studies hove been published using Coloizzi's method 

of onolysis (Dillon A Stines, 1996; Orne, Gorlond, O'Horo, Perfetto A Stielou, 

1998; Sconnell-Desch, 1996). 

Coloizzi's Steps to Analysis 

In o phenomenologicol study about humor in nursing practice. Beck 

(1997) outlined Coloizzi's steps in the following concise way: 

1. Reod oil the porticiponts' descriptions of the phenomenon under 
study In order to obtain o feel for them. 

2. Extroct from each tronscript significant stotements that 
directly pertoln to the phenomenon being studied. 

3. Formulate meanings for each of these significant stotements. 
4. Orgonize the formuloted meonings into theme clusters. 
5. Integrate the results of the doto analysis so for into an 

exhaustive description of the phenomenon under study. 

6. Return to the participants with the exhaustive description to 

ochieve f inol validation, (p. 348) 
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The steps were followed in the conduct of this reseorch. All 

transcribed interviews were reod and reread and the video-taped recordings 

were viewed repeatedly. Significant stotements were extracted form the 

textuol and visual doto ond were organized into themes. Results were 

integrated into the descriptions. 

Interviewing 

This study used informal Interviewing os the primary means of 

gothering textuol doto. Potton (1990) writes that the interview seeks to 

"find out whot is in and on someone else's mind" (p. 278). 

The interviews were orgonized around the experiences of registered 

nurses prior to the mid-twentieth century. Since the interviews were 

focused on nursing experiences in o certoin ero, they were semi-structured, 

while still ollowing for flexibility (Lipson, 1991; Morse, 1991b). The 

researcher explored concepts of nursing and used probes in the interview 

process while the porticlpont controlled the depth ond the scope of the 

interview (Lipson, 1991; Morse, 1991b). 

The interview protocol (Appendix C) was developed for this research 

and consists of semi-structured questions. When interviews ore semi-
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structured or focused they ore typically organized around areas of 

particular interest while ot the some time ollowing for flexibility in depth 

ond scope (May, 1991; Notter A Hott, 1994; Polit A Hungler, 1991}. The 

questions were designed to stimulate the recollection of events in the lives 

of the nurses in regord to their nurses' troining and nursing practice. 

Reminiscence 

Merrlmon (1989) reports thot stimuli help o person to reminisce so 

the interview questions were designed to stimulote memories in order to gain 

understanding of the lived experiences of nurses who procticed nursing in 

the years between 1930 ond 1950. Time and lifelong experiences may soften 

ond fade memories. Reminiscence serves as on avenue to bring stories and 

experiences to recollection. Reminiscence is the ort of reflecting on post 

experience, thinking silently or aloud—drowing from the storage house of 

memories those meaningful experiences of one's life. The benefits of 

reminiscence include increosed life sotisfoction, ond o positive self-image 

(Merrlmon, 1989). 

The nurse porticiponts were invited to bring to the interview any 

memorobilio that would help to trigger memories of their nursing 
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experiences. Examples of items they brought included yearbooks, 

certif icotes, photogrophs and registered nurses' licenses. One nurse 

produced her originol state board examination report. Several of the nurses 

brought photographs of themselves, their school friends, their groduoting 

classes ond postcards. Hogedorn (1994) suggests thot photogrophs con 

"copture precise symbols of o person's reality" (p. 45). Postcards depicting 

the eras of nursing under study hove olso been found to trigger memories. 

The post cords reflect values ond attitudes of on ero and build o picture of 

nurses during o certain time period (Wilson, 1988). 

Storytelling and narrative were the actions of the participants that 

ollowed them to voice their thoughts in their own way. The memories of the 

nurses prompted stories of their nurses' troining and nursing practice. 

Storytelling has been used to study both nursing and educotion (Boykin A 

Schoenhofer, 1991; Sincloire, 1994). 

After reminiscing about their previous experiences (Merrlmon, 1989), 

the participants described their recoiled thoughts. Their memories of 

nursing were recorded by videotope and field notes (Bogdon A Biklen, 1992; 

Lincoln A Gubo, 1985; Morse, 1991b; Potten, 1990; Polit A Hungler, 1991). At 
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0 later time, some of the nurses wrote odditionol experiences and memories 

and mailed them to the Investigator. 

The interview protocol helped to guide the conversation ond provided 

some focus yet offered the opportunity for the storytellers to describe 

their unique experiences os they remembered them. As trust developed 

between the reseorcher ond the portlcipont, disclosure allowed the 

porticlpont to take the story beyond the questions. All of the participants 

were able to onswer ond discuss the Interview questions with little or no 

difficulty. When necessory o question wos clorifled. 

Doto Collection 

After receiving the nomes of nurses who might meet the criteria for 

this study, the researcher mode initiol contact through o telephone coll to 

each of the nurses. The coll served the purpose of introduction ond 

explonotion of the study. A telephone protocol guide (Appendix E) was used 

to structure the conversation. 

The sixteen nurses who were contocted by telephone and who agreed 

to porticipote In the study were from four geographic locotions within the 

state of Texas. However, the oreos of training represent o diverse 
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geogrophic oreo (Toble 2). Four nurses in the study were from Ft. Worth, 

five were from Beaumont, four were from Ploinview, and three were from 

Temple. The Initial intent was to conduct oil interviews from December, 

1997 through April, 1998; however, circumstances delayed the process and 

the interviews were not completed until July, 1998. 

The doto for this study were collected in a number of ways. Personal 

interviews provided the greatest omount of doto os these interviews were 

videotaped with on 8mm-vldeo recorder that were loter tronsferred to VHS 

topes. This allowed for easier transcription and more convenient viewing 

opportunities to onolyze the verbal doto. 

The initial meeting set the scene for the doto collection. The 

preliminary Information thot hod been moiled to each participant along with 

subsequent conversotions expedited the first meeting in terms of doto 

collection. The informotionol pocket contained o letter describing the study, 

the informed consent and the Interview protocol. The nurse participants hod 

few questions regording the study and they indicoted thot they understood 

the purpose of the study, although they seemed unable to comprehend the 

relevance of o historical study that was still o port of the present for them. 

The other common concern expressed wos "Why did you choose me?" The 
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Table 2. Locotions of Training Schools where Participants Graduated 

No. of Participants Schools 

Ploinview Sonitorium and Clinic 
Ploinview, Texas 

Scott ond White Hospital 
Temple, Texos 

City Country Hospital 
Ft. Worth, Texas 

Colorodo Training School 
Denver, Colorado 

Shreveport Chorlty Hospitol 
Shreveport, Louisiana 

Solem Hospital 
Solem, Massachusetts 

Lonkonou Hospital 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Wilkensburg Hospital 
Wilkensburg, Pennsylvania 

Vicksburg Hospital 
Vicksburg, Mississippi 

Note: N=13 and porticipoting schools=9 
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participants were informed that nurses who knew them suggested their 

nomes os possible participants for the study. I t was explained to them that 

the research believes that nurses who were trained and who practiced 

nursing before the mid-twentieth century held mony experiences that ore 

different from the experiences of todoy's nurses ond that mony of those 

lived experiences hove not been preserved for historical nursing records. 

The originol Intent was to meet in each nurse's place of residence; 

however, that wos not possible in oil instances. Reasons that oil interviews 

were not held in eoch nurse's residence Included o spouse who was not in 

good heolth ond o recent move. Individuol Interviews were conducted with 

each nurse ond o group lunch meeting wos held ot each of the four sites. In 

one instance, two nurses were interviewed ot the some time; however, both 

porticiponts met privotely with the investigator. 

The signed informed consents were obtoined prior to conducting the 

interviews. The interviews begon with on invitation to describe themselves 

and their nurses' troining. The interview protocol was followed although the 

nurses guided the extent of the questions. Informal conversotions often 

began without prompts. As is the nature of phenomenological research, 

stories may assume different directions. The group meetings ot lunch often 
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yielded voluoble information yet ot times proved difficult to copture becouse 

more thon one person talked ot the some time. The topic of discussion 

changed frequently during the group meetings. 

In addition to the videotaped interviews, written notes from each 

interview, the researcher's journal ond correspondence from the 

porticiponts were recorded os field notes (Bogdon A Biklen, 1992; Lincoln A 

Gubo, 1985; Morse, 1991b; Oiler, 1981; Patten, 1990; Polit A Hungler, 1991). 

Field notes were token during the interviews ond immediately following the 

interviews. Field notes help the researcher to understond the doto os well 

OS to render o meoningful occount of the Intricate nature of human behavior 

(Bogdon A Biklen, 1992; Lincoln A Guba, 1985; Morse, 1991b; Oiler, 1981; 

Potten, 1990; Polit A Hungler, 1991). Field notes included information about 

the person's home, dress, monnerism, vocal intonations ond willingness to be 

interviewed os well os affective observotions such os smiles, tears and 

tenseness. A journol was used to record the observations, behaviors and 

insights gained from the interviews and the participants. The journal olso 

provided o means for the Investigator to identify biases and how they might 

influence the reseorch (Field A Morse, 1985; Lipson, 1991; Sprodley, 1979). 

Lipson (1991) states that journal writing Is introspective and "allows one to 
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gropple with the deep ond losting effect that fieldwork produces .. ." (p. 

85). 

As more interviews were conducted, it become cleor that questions 

remoined thot hod not been osked of oil of the porticiponts. Even though 

eoch ond every story is individuol, In this study it was necessary that each 

participant hove the opportunity to respond to the some questions. From 

the semi-structured questions, participants took their unique path to tell 

about their experiences. Therefore, 16 odditionol interview questions 

(Appendix F) were developed ond mailed to the porticiponts in July 1998. 

Eleven of the sixteen participants returned the additional interview 

questions. 

Videotopes of the porticlpont interviews were viewed and tronscribed 

by the reseorcher. The tronscrlpts become the textual doto for this study. 

The descriptions ond stories of the participants were studied for themes. 

As themes emerged from the doto they were noted and later clustered in 

common groups. Emerging themes help to orgonize thinking; if they ore left 

out, there is only a story (Dr. Burgo Jung, Class notes, EPSY6304, Spring 

1995). 
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As themes emerged from the stories, they were synthesized. Llehr 

ond Marcus (1994) write that synthesis is used to "describe the dimension of 

the lived experience" (p. 264). The synthesis eloborotes and illuminates the 

lived experience In thot "o detailed descriptive longuoge Is used to convey 

the complex meoning of the lived experience" (Llehr A Marcus, 1994, p. 264). 

Although on odditionol personal interview was planned it became 

necessory to conduct the second interview by telephone. All telephone 

conversations were recorded os doto and transcribed by the researcher. 

During the course of the yeor the participants stoted that their personal 

ogendos and time constraints would hinder efforts to conduct the addition 

Interviews in person. 

The final interview served the purpose of triongulotion (Mitchell, 

1986; Morse, 1991o; Kimchi, Polivko A Stevenson, 1991). In this study, 

triongulotion refers to o voriety of methods for the collection of doto. 

Multiple doto sources serve as a way to ochieve completeness (Knof I A 

Breitmoyer, 1991). Porticlpont observotlon, o reflexive journal ond the 

written survey questions were odditionol woys of generoting doto. 

Trionguloting doto is o means to bring the findings of the doto bock to the 

participants. This was on effort to confirm the accuracy of the doto and 
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the anolysis. The search for occurocy led the reseorcher to pose the 

question, "Is this what you meont when you sold .. .?". Meanings thot hod 

been ossigned to the stories were then verified and clarified. 

Personal characteristics of the nurses played o role in the doto 

gothering. The heolth of the portlciponts, os well os their personal 

responsibilities ond schedules determined the extent of time ovoiloble for 

doto collection os well os the omount of doto that wos obtoined. Porticiponts 

ronged in oge from mid-seventies to mid-elghties. Additionally, the nurses' 

own perceptions regarding nursing knowledge, skills ond career development 

affected their view of whot nursing educotion ond nursing practice meant to 

them. 

This study yielded doto from participants in a number of ways. Doto 

wos gained from foce to face interviews, telephone interviews, participant 

observotlon ond written responses to o questionnoire. Field notes ond 

journal entries by the researcher provided additional informotion. All forms 

of the doto were onolyzed following Coloizzi's (1978) guidelines. 
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Confirmobility 

Confirmobility Is o term used instead of validity in phenomenological 

reseorch. Validity Is used in natural science research but does not transfer 

well in phenomenologicol reseorch. Russell (1999) writes that there ore 

three components in confirmobility; ouditobillty, fittingness ond credibility. 

Audltobillty requires readers to be oble to follow the decision poth of 
the researcher ond arrive ot the some or comparable (but not 
contradictory) findings, given the researcher's doto, perspective, and 
situation. Bracketing, the Identification of knowledge, presuppositions 
and ideas, helps to fulfill this element. 

Fittingness is the extent to which study findings fit the doto; that Is, 
the findings should be truly grounded in the lived experience under 
study and reflect the typical ond otyplcol elements of that 
experience. Using direct quotes from the study, participants help the 
researcher to meet this element of confirmobility. The ultimate test 
of fittingness is the affirmation of the existence and meaning of the 
lived experienced by the reader. 

Credibility requires thot findings ore folthful descriptions or 
interpretotions of the lived experience. I t is recognized by people in 
the situotion os on occurote description of their own experience. 
(Russell, 1999, pp. 176-178) 

In this study, ouditobillty was achieved by the researcher bracketing 

prior knowledge or perceptions of nursing education ond nursing practice in 

the years between 1030 to 1950. Fittingness was achieved by using 

numerous direct quotes from the participant interviews. In addition, the 
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findings were grounded in the lived experiences of the participants and 

represent accurate descriptions of the experiences. Beck (1997) agrees 

thot o large number of quotes from the participants' descriptions of their 

experiences enhonce credibility. 

Member checking (Lincoln A Gubo, 1985) Is one way of enhoncing 

credibility. This is accomplished when the reseorcher presents findings to 

the porticiponts to see if they ogree with the findings. This helps to clarify 

any subjective opinions that the researcher might hove included. This was 

on effort to verify thot the porticiponts words were what they intended to 

soy. Triongulotion (Polit A Hungler, 1993; Bogdon A Biklen, 1992; Eisner, 

1991; Lincoln A Gubo, 1985) is also o means of adding credibility to doto. The 

interviews with the thirteen porticiponts were guided by the interview 

protocol yielding doto that were trionguloted or compared among the 

portlciponts. Further triongulotion occurred through various doto collection 

methods such os interviews (person to person and telephone), questionnaire, 

field notes, journoling, and by porticlpont observotlon (Potton, 1990). 
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Summary 

Methods used in conducting o phenomenologicol study of the lived 

experiences of retired nurses who procticed nursing in the 1930s to 1950 

wos discussed In this chapter. Von Monen's (1990) philosophicol opprooch to 

phenomenologicol research was used to ground this study. Coloizzi's (1978) 

guidelines were used for the doto collection and doto onolysis. Sixteen 

nurses ogreed to porticipote in this study; however, during the course of the 

one and one-half years, three were unoble to complete that study. The 

porticiponts will be introduced in Chopter I V olong with o phenomenological 

analysis of their stories. The essential theme thot emerged from their 

stories Is described In Chapter V along with the implications ond 

recommendations that emerged from this study. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONVERSATIONS WITH THE NURSES AND 

REVELATION OF THEMES 

Introduction 

Listening to the retired nurses describe experiences of their nursing 

education and nursing proctice llluminotes on era that Is unlike the late 

twentieth century. As the stories unfolded, o new perspective was goined 

about registered nursing prior to the mid-twentieth century. Remembrances 

of nursing experiences brought life to whot it meant to be o nurse in o time 

without ontibiotlcs, without intensive, critical core units and without 

treatment and knowledge of devastating diseases such os polio. 

This chapter will introduce the porticiponts in greater detail with o 

focus on their nursing educotion and their nursing practice in the years 

between 1930-1950. Excerpts of porticlpont Interviews give insight into 

specific areas of interest for this study. The semi-structured interviews 

began with the interview protocol. The survey questionnoire that was later 

mailed to oil porticiponts yielded additional doto. Analysis of the doto was 

occomplished by repeatedly reading ond studying the transcribed interviews 
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(Coloizzi, 1978). The themes that emerged from the analysis will be 

discussed in the lotter port of this chapter. Chapter V will address the 

implications for nursing educotion and nursing practice and the 

recommendations for future reseorch. 

Life Stage of Development 

The porticiponts in this study were in their late sixties to mid-eighties. 

People ot this point in their lives hove reached whot Erikson (1959) 

describes os integrity verses despoir stoge of development. Erikson 

designed o timetable of developmentol stages thot sponned birth to death. 

The stoges conform to the psychosociol developmental structure of the life 

span. Erikson (1950) purposes thot odults who hove ottolned o sense of 

integrity will hove successfully resolved the crises and dilemmas of the 

former stages. Erikson (1959) further describes integrity os 

The occeptonce of one's own ond lonely life cycle and of the 
people who hove become signif icont to it os something thot hod 
to be and that, by necessity, permitted of no substitutions . . . 
ond on occeptonce of the foct thot one's life is one's own 
responsibility, (p. 104) 

The porticiponts in this study hove occepted their life and ore satisfied 

with their accomplishments. While oil report that they ore in reasonably 
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good health, some face challenges such os declining health and the death of 

friends and fomily members. 

Porticiponts 

Sixteen nurses agreed to participate in this study; however, three of 

them were unable to complete the study due to heolth problems. The 

thirteen nurses who completed the study ore oil Coucosion women, ten of 

whom ore widowed and two whose children hove preceded them In death. All 

of the participants were engaged In the profession of nursing for mony yeors 

prior to their retirement and they remain physicolly active today. They 

trovel, porticipote In volunteer work, do community service, belong to clubs 

or orgonizotions, and porticipote In exercise ond crofts. Many of them 

continue to core for other people In some way. 

The thirteen nurses In this study groduoted between the yeors 1934-

1943 and were troined in nine different schools thot ore locoted In six 

stotes from Mossochusetts to Texos. The names of the porticiponts, their 

troining school ond the year they groduoted ore listed in Tables 3, 4, 5 and 

6. The tables ore grouped occording to locotion and the order of interviews. 
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Table 3. Participants from Fort Worth 

Porticiponts Nursing School Yeor of Graduation 

Cleotus Treese 

Hozel Joy 

Lonkenou Hospitol 
Philodelphio, Pennsylvonio 

Colorodo Training School 
Denver, Colorodo 

1937 

1938 

Irmo Eorngey City County Hospitol 
Ft. Worth, Texos 

1935 

Donno Young City County Hospital 
Ft. Worth, Texas 

1937 

Toble 4. Participants from Beaumont 

Porticiponts Nursing School Year of Graduation 

Elizabeth Tribble 

Dorothy Becker 

Shreveport Charity Hospital 
Shreveport, Louisiono 

Columbio Hospitol 
Wilkensburg, Pennsylvonio 

1938 

1938 

Tommye Wolff Vicksburg Hospital 
Vicksburg, Mississippi 

1942 
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Toble 5. Porticiponts from Ploinview 

Porticiponts Nursing School Year of Groduotion 

Ida Corthel 

Mory Lou Reoms 

Ploinview Sanitarium and Clinic 
Ploinview, Texas 

Ploinview Sanitarium and Clinic 
Ploinview, Texas 

1943 

1942 

Irene Richordson Ploinview Sonitorium ond Clinic 
Ploinview, Texos 

1941 

Peggy Soucy Solem Hospitol School of Nursing 1941 
Solem, Massachusetts 

Table 6. Participants from Temple 

Porticiponts Nursing School Year of Groduotion 

Sybil Porgin 

Lucille Posey 

Scott A White Hospitol 
Temple, Texos 

Scott ond White Hospital 
Temple, Texas 

1934 

1939 
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Getting Together 

The initiol telephone conversotions took place in October and November 

1997. This wos the time of brief introduction ond explonotion of the study. 

After the nurses consented to be Interviewed obout their experiences of 

nursing proctice and nursing education, orrongements begon for a time and 

ploce to meet. The meetings took place in each of the cities from December 

1997 to July 1998 and were held in individuol homes, restouronts and o hotel. 

The porticiponts currently reside In the Texos cities of Fort Worth, 

Beoumont, Ploinview and Temple. These four geographic locations range 

from 45 miles to 500 miles owoy from the researcher. The "snowball" 

effect provided o list of porticiponts os one person "knew onother nurse" 

who "knew onother" who might quolify for the study (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5). 

Fort Worth 

The interviews with the Fort Worth group of nurses took place in 

December 1997 in their individual homes. In February 1998, o meeting wos 

held in the Blue l^esa restouront in Fort Worth with oil four Fort Worth 

participants attending. This informol luncheon opened the door for 
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Researcher's Sister Nurse Administrator 

and Educator 

Church Members 
September 1997 

University of Texas—Arlington 
September 1997 

Long-time 
Friends 

Long-time 
Friends 

Cleotis Treese Ermo Eorngey 

Figure 2. Participants from Fort Worth, Texas 
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Nurse Administrator 
ond Educator 

Lomor University 
September 1997 

Retired Nurse 

Figure 3. Participants from Beaumont, Texas 
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Nurse Educator's Mother 
Odessa College 

August 1997 

Ida Corthel Mary Lou Reoms 

Figure 4. Participants from Ploinview, Texas 
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University of Texos 
July 1997 

Long-time 
Friends 

Figure 5 Porticiponts from Temple, Texas 
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sociolizing, remembrances ond reminiscences. The group luncheon provided 

interaction and conversation about nurses' training ond nursing practice. 

Beoumont 

Three of the participants from Beaumont requested o home meeting 

where they prepored food ond provided lunch. This meeting in Beoumont 

took place In May 1998 ot the home of one of the nurse porticiponts. During 

lunch the discussion was lively and upbeot with on exchange of stories about 

their nursing experiences. After lunch, Individual interviews were conducted 

in the dining room. While on Interview wos taking place with one nurse, the 

other two nurses went to the kitchen so thot the Interview could be 

conducted in private. Following the three individuol interviews, the three 

nurses gothered ogoin around the dining room toble exchanging 

remembronces of their schools of nursing ond early nursing proctice. 

Ploinview 

The four nurses who live in Ploinview were more hesitant to meet 

individually so o luncheon was held in Ploinview ot the Cotton Potch 

restouront in Moy 1998. I t wos decided that the first meeting would be a 
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group meeting in order to ossuoge onxiety and to increose trust with the 

researcher. All four participants enjoyed o time of socializing. Individual 

interviews were scheduled with the Ploinview nurses in May and July 1998. 

Temple 

Interviews with the two porticiponts In Temple, Texas were held in July 

1998. The meeting with the nurses took ploce in the restouront of the Best 

Western Inn ot Scott and White Hospital that provided o time for the 

nurses and reseorcher to become ocquolnted and to visit informally. After 

lunch the interviews took place In o hotel room, os this was o convenient 

ploce for the participants. Another matter of convenience was that the 

interview session took ploce with both nurses ot the some meeting. One 

porticlpont hod recently changed residences and wos not prepared for the 

interview to be held in her home ond the other preferred thot we not meet 

in her home. The cumulotlve time of the interviews was four hours. The 

third participant was unable to attend the luncheon or the meeting due to 

her brother's ill health ond her own health problems necessltoted her 

eventual withdrowol from this study. Follow-up communicotions took place 
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with the nurses from Temple though Individuol correspondence and 

telephone conversotions. 

At each site the discussion began informolly. All participants hod been 

informed that the Interviews would be videotoped. While It may hove 

created some formality of presentotlon on their port, it did not seem to 

deter the discussion or the questions. 

Meet the Nurses 

The nurse porticiponts grew up In different ports of the United 

Stotes. They trained to become nurses in six different states and their 

nursing proctice extended beyond those stotes. They became nurses under 

conditions thot hove not been experienced by nurses who practiced in the 

late twentieth century. Theirs was on ero of World Wors, the Great 

Depression, ond diseoses thot crippled ond killed; societol ond economic 

conditions experienced only by older generations. In spite of the similor 

conditions and circumstances, the porticiponts ore unique indlviduols with 

unique stories. While their stories ore individual, there ore similarities 

among the stories. 
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The participants shore some characteristics such os the openness and 

willingness to describe their experiences of nursing practice and nurses' 

educotion. All of them were cordial, kind ond understanding toward the 

reseorcher. Their speech is fluent and expressive os they vividly recall 

some of their experiences In the 1930s to 1950. At the time of the 

interviews, eoch resided In her own home, three with husbands, one with o 

sister, one with o son and eight living alone. Every participant mode the 

reseorcher feel "ot home" ond welcomed. Each nurse porticlpont was o 

unique person with speciol chorocteristlcs. The reseocher's Initial 

Impressions of eoch porticlpont ore briefly described. 

Cleotis Treese Is o quiet womon with o pleosont demeanor. She is 

witty, chorming and hospitoble. She tried to moke her patients feel better, 

to feel comforted ond loved. Prior to the use of antibiotics it was "nursing 

core thot pulled them [patients] through." 

"To me nursing is one of the highest ond most noble of oil professions" 

Donno Young sold proudly. She describes the rewords of nursing os "o 

personol sotisfoction from helping others" ond she speoks fondly of her love 

for school nursing. She is reserved and thoughtful when she speaks of 

experiencing the "other side of nursing" os o concer patient. 
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Hazel Joy is o stately woman, exhibiting the professional demeanor of 

the instructor that she once wos. She is o widow with one daughter. "I 

believe thot the desire to leorn wos o foctor thot mode teoching o viable 

career move." Her odministrotlve skills helped her Institute changes in 

teaching and nursing proctice. Her first employment was with the Visiting 

Nurses' Association In Denver, Colorodo where she rode streetcors ocross 

Denver to see potients In their homes. 

Irmo Eorngey is inviting, endeoring, and frank in her answers. She is 

honest and eosily accessible. She describes her experience os supervisor of 

the operoting room os "pouring oil on troubled woters." She wrote o 

procedure book for the operoting room. tArs. Eorngey reflects that nursing 

is not "just the hands, and the heart, but the know how." 

Ida Corthel is o shy soft-spoken woman who is quite octlve. She takes 

aerobic classes, exercises and stays active doing housework and yard-work. 

"I just wish I wos younger so I could do It [be o nurse] again. I'm almost 80," 

Mrs. Cartel has dozens of clear resin grope clusters that she has collected 

for yeors ond she olso mokes ceramic figurines. Her nursing experiences 

included toking core of polio potients who were in "iron lung" machines and 

who were completely dependent upon nurses. 
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"Always, always weor o hoppy smile-thot helps sick people so much 

ond gives them self-confidence. I love being o nurse." Irene Richardson is o 

jolly woman who finds humor In many things ond doesn't toke herself too 

seriously. She stoys octlve making hand-mode crafts and traveling with her 

husband. She found thot being o nurse provided the opportunity to "meet o 

lot of people, ond you moke o lot of friends." 

Mory Lou Reoms, olthough shy, smiles os she speaks. She likes to 

reminisce ond easily recoils stories of her younger doys. She planned to 

become o teacher, however, was Influenced by her admiration for her sister 

who wos o nurse. The rewords of being o nurse included " seeing o patient 

recover from their illness" or in the event of o death "feeling that I was of 

some help to the fomily and that I'd handled the loss in on appropriate way." 

Peggy Soucy is morried ond she and her husband ore octlve and like to 

travel. She hod mony rich experiences os o Navy nurse while she was 

stationed in several different locotions. Mrs. Soucy described coring os 

being ovoiloble when needed ond listening to patients. "We ore oil put here 

to serve one onother and nursing has o particular responsibility to serve one 

onother." 
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Elizobeth Tribble Is o hospitoble womon with on active lifestyle. She 

and the other Beaumont nurses in this study provided lunch in her home for 

the Interviews. She has experienced four signif icont losses to death within 

the post four years (husband, sister, mother, and daughter [five months 

before the interview]). Being o nurse has ollowed Mrs. Tribble to "grow 

spirituolly ond educotionolly." 

Dorothy Becker has been o widow since 1954. She likes to tell funny 

stories ond is octlve with friends, "I've done everything I ever expected to 

do—Director of Nurses, Army nurse, teacher of vocational nurses—I've been 

in every phose of nursing." Mrs. Becker wos assigned duty in Europe during 

World Wor I I where she lived in tents for about six months. She described 

the experience os being similor to o M.A.S.H. unit. 

Tommye Wolff is married ond has limited activities due to husband's 

illness (he requires almost constant nursing core). She easily recalls many 

funny stories of nursing proctice. She gove the first Injection of penicillin in 

Beoumont. She describes herself os o "Grandma Moses" and ottends art 

classes twice a week. 

Sibyl Porgin is on active person—doing for others on olmost o doily 

basis. The day of the interview, she hod been up since 4:00 a.m. to be with 
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her long-time friend whose brother was critically ill. She is reserved in 

demeanor but articulate in her responses. She "wouldn't take o million 

dollors for my profession." 

Lucille Posey has o memory for detoils and Is candid in her remarks. 

Most likely she has olwoys been o person to "tell it like it is." She finds 

humor in her stories of nursing. She has o will ond determination to achieve 

gools ond is not ofrold to confront the issues ot hond. Today she still 

questions some nursing decisions thot she mode yeors ago. tArs. Posey has 

been o widow for four yeors and lives with her sister who is olso o retired 

nurse. 

The nurses recollected stories brought o number of thematic 

stotements into focus. Some of these themes will be explored in this 

chopter while the essentiol theme will be discussed in Chapter V. 

Dreoms. Visions and Commitments 

In the 1930s and 1940s the training for nurses ond for teochers were 

the top two career choices for women. Other choices for women included 

getting married, staying on the form, secretarial work or working in o 

department store. The participants in this study become nurses for various 
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reosons while intrinsic factors motivated many of the women to enter 

nurses' training. Being o nurse hod been o childhood dream for some, o 

dream thot grew to reolity and o lifelong love. Extrinsic factors played o 

port In the decision of some of the portlciponts to become nurses os nurses' 

training provided o foundation for employment and stability in o time of 

depressed economy and Impending war. 

" I think oil my life I wanted to be o nurse. Mother sold I never hod o 
baby doll thot was well. I t either hod o frocture or something hod to 
be bondoged. So oil my life I wonted to be o nurse. There was just 
never any doubt. Now my father was on invalid and he pushed me too, 
you know. He thought nurses were just the thing. And then I was o 
Lutheran ond so my minister just thought he would like to hove one of 
his people go to the Lonkenou Hospitol to be o nurse. I t just oil fit in." 
(Cleotis Treese) 

Some, like Hazel Joy wanted to go to medical school but .. ."we were 

so poor thot when it come time to go into school I couldn't dig up the money". 

Her relotives wonted her to go to o finishing school so thot she could 

"become o lady," she loughed. 

Donno Young never thought of being onything else but o nurse. As a 

little girl, she cut pictures of nurses out of mogozines. Lucille Posey always 

dreamed of being o nurse like her grondmother on the Arkonsos territory, 

who "rode o big point horse and hod o big pretty saddle and o block bag." 
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While nursing was still o young profession, there wos o collection of stories 

ond lived experiences thot called the young women to follow the footsteps of 

courageous nurses. 

The nurses were motivated to hove o jog and to Improve their 

economic situation. "When we reolized that we could go into nursing school 

without putting money down; it wos o means to further ourselves ond the 

feelings thot I hod obout nursing developed through the years" (Irmo 

Eorngey). 

Others became nurses because they hod o close fomily member who 

required nursing core. Being with that family member in times of illness ond 

even death stirred o desire to become o nurse. Sibyl Porgin became o nurse 

because her father was very sick with pneumonia and she sow the core that 

he received from the nurses who cored for him. 

Irene Richordson wos nine yeors old when her mother hod gallbladder 

surgery. When she went to see her mother in the hospitol the "nurses were 

always so nice to us, me and my little sister. So I just mode up my mind 

right then thot that's whot I wonted to do when I got through high school. 

And I just never chonged my mind." 
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Nursing hod not been o childhood dream for oil of the nurses. Mory 

Lou Reams wanted to go to Teachers College or o school for nurses, 

whichever opportunity was most available. Her mother hod been o practical 

nurse for mony yeors ond her older sister was o groduote from nurses' 

troining. Mory Lou hod olways odmlred her sister o great deal which 

influenced her decision to become o nurse insteod of o teacher. 

Peggy Soucy became o Navy nurse during World War I I and worked in 

o Novy hospital. During the wor she was on octlve duty with the Nurse Corps 

ot Brooklyn Novol Hospital. From there she wos stationed ot Cherry Point, 

North Corolino, ond later was transferred to Pearl Harbor Novol Hospital in 

December 1943. She recalls lasting friendships with the group of six nurses 

with whom she troveled together to the militory bose hospitals. 

For some, nursing began os o woy to moke o living. "Yes, it was o job ot 

first, o woy to moke o living and then os time went on you hod to like it. And 

you hod to hove some input Into whot wos going on and you hod to feel o port 

of the team in order to get some sotisfoction out of the job." (Mrs. Joy) 

However, for others, nursing was port of their Identity. "Nursing means 

everything I t still means everything and I've been retired since '83," 
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Mrs. Wolff sold emphoticolly. Mrs. Becker added thot it gave her "self-

satisfaction and self-esteem." 

The Great Depression 

The Great Depression affected many people and oil of the 

participants motter-of-foctly sold thot they were poor. l^rs. Joy not only 

hod to poy tuition, but she was olso required to buy her own shoes ond watch. 

The nursing students did not hove to poy for room and board os It was 

Included In tuition ond their free service. "I remember having to hove $300 

to get In. I remember thot, and that was o lot of money." 

When describing the Impact of the Greot Depression, Mrs. Joy sold, 

I think it did two things. I think it probably helped raise the 
consciousness of nursing because they knew they hod to be good in 
order to get o job. You know, we've olwoys heard of the Soiry Gomp 
personolity. I think the Depression mode them realize that if you 
were gonno get o job you really hod to be good and by being good you 
hod to be willing to work with others and you hod to be willing to shore 
your knowledge with others. The Soiry Gomp kind of went out obout 
thot time too. Even If you did privote duty you would go looking 
immoculote ond you worked not only with the families but with the 
other health professionols. 

Irmo Eorngey sold It wos difficult for nurses to find jobs during the 

Depression. "I know that some nurses worked in some hospitals here in Fort 
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Worth in the 30s for room and board and maybe $15 o month. I know thot 

is hord to believe, but remember you could buy o pair of shoes for $2 and 

you could get o dress for $2 or $3." (Irmo Eorngey). She added that o loaf 

of bread was o dime and o Coke was o nickel. Most of the nurses echoed 

Mrs. Eorngey, "There wasn't much money, but It went o long way." 

Ido Corthel entered nurses' training ot the oge of 20 and was older 

than the other nurses in the study ot the time she began her education. "I 

was 19 when I finished high school and we were in the Great Depression. We 

hod to stoy out of school ond work In the fields until midterm, then ot 

midterm we entered school where the other kids were ahead of us. So I lost 

out on the first six months of every year." 

The Greot Depression was accepted os o way of life In which everyone 

was affected. "No work to be hod anywhere in our town in Ohio, so we 

moved bock to the form" (Mory Lou Reoms). She described sustenonce 

farming os o full-time job whereby o fomily was oble to support themselves 

by raising almost everything they used. "I felt like I never knew anything 

but the Great Depression ond I thought it would never end" (Mory Lou 

Reoms). 
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Elizobeth Tribble sold she went to nursing school becouse of the 

depression os it "was something that I needed to do to moke money. In 

other words, we didn't hove much money ot that time, very, very little and 

what we hod needed to go very for. And I felt I needed to do something 

that I could to get on somebody's poyroll pretty soon, rather than wait." 

Mrs. Becker recoiled the lock of jobs. "When I got out of school, 

money wosn't free at o i l . . . People come from every direction to try to find 

work in Beaumont... I think that the depression changed o lot of people's 

ottitudes and behaviors." 

I think o lot of what the jobs come opened was through the 
insuronce. We got the Insurance Into being o big practice. 
Before that people didn't go to the hospitol for everything. 
Either you were o paying potient or you were on chorlty. You 
hod two choices. I f you were o poying potient it was very 
expensive for those people. (Dorothy Becker) 

This economic depression slowly ended and employment become 

available for many people. At the some time another nationwide event 

occurred os World Wor I I erupted, bringing changes to families and 

communities. 
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Responding to the Coll to Core for the Wounded 

The United Stotes become deeply involved with World Wor H in 

December 1941 with the bombing of Pearl Horbor. Schools of nursing were 

urged to Increase enrollment to help meet civilion and military needs {Harris, 

1973). In 1943, the U.S. Cadet Nurse Corps was established, with 

membership open to oil students who agreed to serve In o militory nurse 

corps for two to three yeors ofter groduotion (Horris, 1973). The U.S. 

Cadet Nurse Corps reimbursed schools of nursing for student tuition, books 

ond uniforms. In addition, the Corps compensated the hospital for room and 

boord costs for students in the Corps during their first nine months in 

school. Lost, the Corps pold the students o smoll monthly stipend. As o 

result of the establishment of the U.S. Codet Nurse Corps there was a sharp 

increase In enrollment In schools of nursing (Harris, 1973). 

Golning Acceptonce 

Requirements for acceptance to o training school included to be 18 

yeors old, to be o United States citizen, to be female, ond to be o high 

school graduate. Some of the nurses in the study were not 18 years old, but 
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still entered nurses' troining by saying they were older that they actually 

were. 

Incidentolly I was 17 when I went in. I told o big lie; ond I let that go 
for o couple of years. Each year they moke out the records and Lucy 
Harris [Superintendent] sold "Miss Lowson" and you were always Miss, 
you were never Irmo, "I hove your oge down here os 17 and now you're 
saying this is [the truth]. And I sold "Well, I lied when I come in and 
I've been here two yeors ond I figured I wouldn't get kicked out now." 
(Irmo Eorngey) 

Mrs. Joy's training school for nurses wos located in Denver, Colorado. 

Requirements for acceptance Included being in the upper one third of a high 

school groduoting doss. She attributes that porticulor requirement to the 

lorge number of oppliconts to the school because of the Depression. The 

classes were tought by nursing faculty hired by the hospital to train nurses, 

nursing supervisors ond olso many classes were taught by physicians. With 

pride, l^rs. Joy sold, "Our doss wos the first doss to hove work and classes 

combined Into on eight-hour doy." I t was not unusuol for student to work 

and study 12 hours o day six days o week. In some instonces, students 

worked or went to school for eight hours, were off duty for eight hours and 

then returned for another eight-hour tour of duty. 
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Becoming o Probie 

Approximately 1300 state-approved schools of nursing were in 

operotion in the United States In 1942, with 79 being nationally accredited 

ond 120 being ossocioted with colleges or universities. That left o large 

number, more than 1200 schools of nursing, that were hospitol-bosed 

progroms. I t was o common practice to list students os employees, even 

though they were unpold ond hod limited privileges (Harris, 1973). 

Schools for nurses' training were generally three years in length. 

Some schools hod classes eight hours o doy except for summer, when the 

students worked In the hospital. Others hod classes during the day with 

hospitol duty in the evenings or nights. During the third year, the students 

were referred to os senior nurses ond most of them were in charge of o 

word. 

The students lived in dormitories thot were referred to os nurses' 

homes or nursing homes. The nurses' home ot the Ploinview school of nursing 

was located In the basement of the hospital, although it was not entirely 

underground os the rooms hod high windows thot were ot ground level. The 

students lived in the bosement of the hospital ond attended classes in the 

some oreo. 
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After admission to the training school, the students were on o 

probotionory status and were referred to as "probies" or "probationers" for 

six months. Stondord uniforms were available for each school with only 

slight voriotion In style. Eoch school hod o specif Icolly designed nurse's cop 

OS o unique identifier wherever the graduate should go. 

Mrs. Treese remembers, 

At thot time, the first thing we did, we hod our little cops thot 
didn't hove o brim on them, you know o turn bock on them, and 
then we hod on opron, we didn't hove o bib ond we wore block 
shoes ond block stockings. They put us right on the floor. I 
wos put In the diet kitchen. 

The troining school provided room and board for the nursing 

students ond took core of their heolth needs. 

They took reol good core of us. When I hod my oppendix, well I 
knew I wos the senior nurse ond I hod to go on the floor so I 
didn't tell Sister. But somebody told her I wasn't feeling good. 
We hod o long word, about—we must hove hod about twelve 
potients. I t was o men's word. I t was Sundoy morning. And I 
was wolklng down toword the door and I sow Sister stonding 
there ond I thought, Tm in trouble now' ond she sold "Whot's 
the matter, you're limping?" And I didn't reolize I was ond I 
sold, "No, nothing." And she sold, "Somebody told me you 
weren't feeling good lost night. Why do you think you ore so 
important that you hod to come to work?" (Mrs. Treese laughs.) 
And she sent me right on down to the emergency room ond 
didn't even coll my parents cause It was on emergency and I hod 
surgery right owoy. But I tell you they took core of you. They 
kept you in bed. I think I was in bed ot leost o week. And then 
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they sent you home to take core of you. So the way that they 
took core of people bock then to me was just. . . you know today 
nobody gets core like that. 

The troining begon olmost immediotely upon orrivol ot the school. 

Most nurses hod little time to miss their families or even to think about 

their decision to go to school. The reality of becoming o "practicing" student 

nurse hod o quick onset. 

I orrlved ot the nurses' home ot 3:00 p.m. on Sunday. The 
housemother osked me If I hod my uniforms. She sold "get dressed 
ond you con go on duty with the other girls." I didn't know what else 
to do but put on those cotton stockings and that blue uniform and go 
to the hospitol. So thot's how long It wos before I was on the floor. 
(Donno Young) 

Irmo Eorngey remembers receiving on allowance of $5 per month the 

first year, $10 per month the second yeor and $15 per month the third year. 

There was no cost for the school; "we moy hove bought our books and along 

the way they put In o breakage fee." Laundry expenses were also included in 

their tuition os their uniforms were added to the hospital laundry. 

Tuition for nurses' training school ranged from free to os much os 

$300. In Mrs. Treese' school, the direct cost was for personal uniforms but 

indirect costs included hours of service to the hospital. 

You bought your probie uniform - but after that they were given to you. 
And I might odd, we were the lost doss to wear the block shoes ond 
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stockings. They decided thot wos unhygienic. And I know the first day 
I got my white shoes and stocking I wolked down the hall the whole woy 
looking ot my feet. Oh they were so pretty! (Cleotis Treese) 

Ido Corthel entered the Ploinview Hospital troining school in 1940 and 

remembers that her dod hod to sell o cow to poy for Ida's books and 

uniforms, which were obout $30. The students received room and board but 

no money, except for o smoll amount they received while in o three-month 

pediatric troining experience ot o hospitol in Fort Worth. 

The cost to ottend Scott and White School of Nursing was $100 

including books and uniforms, while the troining school in Solem, 

Massachusetts, hod no tuition cost and the students received o $5 per 

month stipend. 
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Overcoming Barriers 

Some of the nurses hod supportive family os they entered the training 

schools while others did not. "Yes, my parents objected. They felt like it 

would be o dork life and they did not wont me to be o nurse" (Donno Young). 

She odded that ofter she become o nurse her parents were very proud, 

especiolly ofter they sow how happy she was. 

Lucille Posey's fother wonted her to go to college ond become o school 

teocher, because he thought that was o more prestigious job thon being o 

nurse. "He didn't wont me to be o nurse ond toke core of naked men." tArs. 

Posey "kept exploring how I would get the money to go, and I would read 

Psalms 13 everyday and soy o little prayer to the Lord everydoy . . . ond ask 

'How long will I hove to woit?'" One of her high school friends hod visited 

with Scott and White nurses who were in Oklohomo and suggested that 

Lucille write Miss Cole, the Superintendent ot Scott ond White Hospital in 

Temple, Texas. After being accepted, Lucille mode arrangements for o bonk 

loon for the $100 tuition. When her Dod realized she was determined to go 

to nursing school ond thot she hod borrowed the money to do so, he gave 

Lucille the $100 and two weeks later, she was In Temple. 

There was o "belief that nursing was o lost resort" (Sibyl Porgin). 
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The transition of nursing to o profession was not immediate and took time to 

gain respect. While some parents were supportive in their daughter's desire 

to become o nurse, others were not. Some fathers were reluctant to oIlow 

their doughters to enter nurses' training. Ida Corthel's dod did not wont her 

to be o nurse becouse "he knew some nurses that were quite wild he thought. 

They hod some wild parties and he did not wont me to be any port of thot." 

After entering nurses' troining, she moved her church membership to 

Ploinview ond went to church regularly, "so that chonged his mind; he was 

real proud of me ofter I got my training." 

Leorning the Rules 

Only single women were allowed to enter nursing training. tArs. Treese 

added, "You couldn't be married, oh no! I f you got married before you 

groduoted, you'd be kicked out. That gave the single girls o chance to moke 

money." 

All of the nursing schools hod stringent curfew times. The 

participants In this study remember that there were students who failed to 

abide by the rigid rules. 
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We hod examples of people going out late ot night by going out o 
window and you'd cover up for them. You know, typical dorm life. Yes, 
we hod curfew and we hod o housemother ond if you broke the rules 
she'd report you to the Director of Nursing Service and that person 
wos olso over the School of Nursing ot that time. So you'd get called 
in and given the "riot act" ond if you hod too many infroctions, they 
would dismiss you and they did dismiss some of the students for that. 
They weren't very kind about, well, perhaps they were kind by just 
saying you were gonno abide by the rules. Started with 35 and ended 
up with 18, so about o 50% mortolity—they failed or didn't moke the 
grode or were osked to leave." (Mrs. Joy) 

Mrs. Tribble sold thot chopel was o port of many of the training 

schools. Mrs. Becker added, " Now we hod chapel every morning before we 

went on duty. Everydoy. Everydoy. Soturdoy and Sunday, you went to 

chapel everydoy." 

Students who violated the rules were usuolly reprimanded by the 

supervisor. I f the student council heard the infraction, then it "boiled down 

to if they liked you. You could be compused for any length of time" (Donno 

Young). 

Indeed there wos o curfew In oil of the troining schools. At City 

County training school ot Fort Worth it was 7 o'clock four nights o week. 

Dating was permitted, "except Interns." 

Curfew In the troining schools were between 7 and 9 p.m. in most 

schools. Some students found woys to leove the dormitories ofter curfew. 
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We hod o little lady, o little student nurse; well, octuolly she wos 
obese. And she was so slow, slow, slow, slow. We called her Lightning. 
And her room was underneath one of the doorsteps that went up to 
the hospital. We lived in kind of o bosement dormitory, but her's was 
just o private room. And we went over her; we'd step on her bed, 
climb out through that window ond go os o group down to get us o 
homburger or something. We'd hove to walk. It'd be after midnight, 
after bed check. Our beds were checked ot nine o'clock every night. 
But we'd woit until after thot. We'd go into Lightning's room ond crawl 
out the window. (Ida Corthel) 

Mrs. Corthel sold If anyone was caught they just "kept their mouths 

shut. We didn't do onything bod. We just went out to get o coke or 

something." 

A Students' Work is Never Done 

Students went on duty ot the hospital within o matter of days or even 

hours of their orrivol ot the school. Students were ossigned duty for 

bedpans, medicotions, dressings, sweeping, mopping, cooking, surgeries, care 

of the dead, giving baths ond onything else that hod to do with patients. 

No matter how difficult the tosk, nor how long the doy; students were 

expected to perform ony task that they were ossigned. 
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Becoming o Nurse 

Following the three-yeor training progrom and passing o state board 

exominotion, the nurses were ready to proctice nursing. Some were 

employed in the hospitol where they troined while others relocoted due to 

entering the militory service or getting married. Areas of nursing practice 

include privote duty, surgery, obstetrics and generol nursing. 

Typicol of other hospitals, registered nurses ot Harris Hospital In 

Fort Worth considered themselves overworked ond underpaid. "Except for 

the help of o few moids and orderlies, nurses carried the full work load in 

the hospitol words. They served os messengers, delivery personnel, and 

general flunkies" (Harris, 1973, p. 14). Salaries remained ot the depression 

level, ronging from $65.00 per month for o staff nurse to $125.00 for on 

operoting room supervisor (Horris, 1973). 

The criticol shortage of nurses was due to the increased demands of 

the military and the increased odmlssions to civilian hospitals. The 

development of the Volunteer Red Cross Nurse Aid Program in mid-1942 

ollevioted much of the crisis. Thousonds of women completed the course of 

study ond gave mony hours of volunteer time to core for potients for the 

durotion of the war (Harris, 1973). 
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"People sort of looked up to nurses. You hod to study for three years, 

intense study, really. I wos always proud to be o nurse and I think oil of us 

were ot thot time" (Hazel Joy). 

Nursing was more thon o job, on occupation or o profession, nursing 

wos on integrol port of the nurses Identity. "No, I wos olwoys proud to be a 

nurse. And I never hesltoted to tell anybody; yes I am o nurse, regord less 

of whot I hod done or whot I was doing" (Elizabeth Tribble). 

When Nursing Core was Private 

"Totol nursing core for one patient" Is whot private duty nursing is and 

"usuolly it would be o very criticol potient thot required constont core" (Ida 

Corthel). tArs. Corthel described coring for o baby with pneumonia, colled 

Bubbles by the nurses becouse of the mucus that "just foomed out of its 

mouth and you couldn't take you eyes off thot baby's foce for one minute . . . 

you hod to hove somebody relieve you if you went to get o drink or something 

to e o t . . . that was total core." 

There were no recovery rooms, intensive core units or coronary units; 

therefore, oil patients were on the general nursing units including the very 
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sickest patients. The core of critlcolly ill potients olong with other more 

stoble patients wos o very demonding ond physicolly exhousting task. 

I did private duty nursing for a two-yeor-old child, o beautiful little 
girl from o nearby town. A rottlesnoke hod bitten her several times 
on her legs. We hod to stay with her becouse she was delirious. You 
know that you hove heard they do these X marks to suck the venom 
out of the potient's flesh. We used breost pumps for that ond it 
worked. You coll thot improvising, ond we did! She recovered, she wos 
such o doll. (Ida Corthel) 

Touch wos described os on importont element of nursing. "Patients 

really need that assurance and support. We hod o.m. core, we hod p.m. core, 

we hod night core. Three times we rubbed bocks. Boy they'd really love you 

if you get o washcloth" (Dorothy Becker). 

^rs. Tribble added. 

Bock when we were doing bedside nursing patient core we did o lot of 
touching anyway. We rubbed their bocks, ond we olwoys readjusting 
their clothes ond elevoting their feet, and so on. Doing things like 
that oil the time. I think the potients like it. Becouse we were kind 
ond gentle and it was just something they occepted from us because 
we were their nurse. 

Antibiotics were unknown ot this time and infections were treated and 

dealt with in different ways. Cleonllness and hand washing were important in 

nursing practice and remedies included bothing for fevers. Treatments 

included chicken soup ond fresh broth. 
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The Doctor Nurse Gome 

There is wide spectrum thot exists regording the relationships 

between physicians and nurses. The mole dominated arena of health core 

oddressed by Lovinio Dock oddressed In early twentieth century, while 

chonged, has not dissipated. The porticiponts In this study hod voried 

perspectives regording the professional relationship between nurses and 

physicians. Nursing students were tought to stond when o physician entered 

the nurses' station. "We always popped up. I don't recall any doctor being 

offended If someone didn't pop up" (Irmo Eorngey). "Oh you bet! We 

jumped to attention right quick when o doctor come on the floor or in the 

nurses' station. We oil did" (Irene Richardson). She said the relationship 

with physicians was congenial for the most port. 

Were nurses ever able to chollenge doctor's decisions? "Oh no. No, oh 

golly! When o doctor wolked through that door you stood and you were 

never colled by your first nome and they were olways 'Doctor'!" Mrs. Treese 

sold with emphasis. 

I t was not that woy for everyone os Hazel Joy described her 

experiences os on operating room nurse. "Interesting to me .. .when working 

in the hospitol you were still standing up for the doctors when they come in. 
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Then when working in the O.R. (operoting room), we developed o collegiol kind 

of relationship." Later, after entering the Armed Services, Mrs. Joy again 

worked In the operating room ond "the collegiol spirit was there ond we 

worked well together .. .Thot was o nice experience and they supported you 

with your decisions." She readily expressed her love of being on operating 

room nurse ond odded, "So I never hod this feeling of inferiority that I've 

heord nurses speok of. You know thot they were put down. I never did hove 

thot." She continues to cherish her friendships with both doctors ond 

nurses. 

Irmo Eorngey described the professional relationship os very good. 

"We hod the best of the lot. Most were very friendly ond interested in 

teaching. I f they thought you wanted to leorn, they'd knock themselves out 

explaining things." 

Sybil Porgin and Lucille Posey were both trained ot Scott and White 

Hospital, sold the physicions were "very good teachers" ond they taught 

willingly. Mrs. Porgin sold the physicians hod good rapport with the nursing 

students and nurses. "There were two doctors that taught me more I think 

obout ossessing potients thon anybody In my whole career" {tArs. Posey). The 

teoching become o challenge to Mrs. Posey os she wos requested to go into o 
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new patient's room ond describe her assessment to the two doctors before 

they mode o diagnosis. The doctors were omozed ot her occurocy. "I 

learned how to 'punch' their stomochs and I'd touch their skin and you'd be 

surprised whot you could leorn obout potients by touching their skin, the 

different things thot's wrong with them" (Lucille Posey). 

Others sold that nurses were treated well by physicians and with few 

exceptions, they were good friends. The students viewed the physicions 

with respect. The nurses who trained ot Ploinview describe o collegia! 

relotionship with the physicians. One nurse ottributes the respect that 

doctors hod for nurses due to the smaller hospitol ond doctors being "small 

town doctors who were o friendly group." 

Nursing Opened Doors to the Future 

Becoming o nurse opened doors for the nurses thot allowed the nurses 

new opportunities. "It opened up the door for my career . . .1 feel fortunate 

in having hod the opportunity to function in the period of time that I hove, 

not just the era you're talking about" (Mrs. Joy). 

Nursing hos allowed me to fulfill some inner desires. I just 
wanted to do something for someone. I enjoy doing something 
for other people. And it hos helped me be f inonciolly 
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independent. It's helped me core for my family. I wish 
nursing could (pause)... I know that nurses ore much better 
educated thon we were but I wish they could hove more 
contoct with potients cause thot's where you get your personal 
satisfaction. I think they ore missing something. I wish 
they'd go bock to the cops ond uniforms. (Donno Young) 

In addition to new opportunities the nurses described nursing os o way 

to grow spirituolly ond educotionolly. "I get to meet people ond be with 

people ond feel free obout people ond the things I hove learned in my coreer. 

Well, It's taught me everything you might soy really. Because I didn't know 

very much when I got into nursing, I was young" (Elizabeth Tribble). 

lArs. Becker odded thot, "nursing has ollowed me to enter Into different 

fields of employment. Thot's what I've enjoyed o lot. Opening o lot of 

opportunities." In addition to new employment opportunities, many found 

thot nursing allowed them to "relate to others, put myself In their position" 

(Tommye Wolff). 

Red Cross 

Nurses hod opportunities to work In private duty, general duty or the 

militory. Nurses could enlist In the Red Cross or work os o volunteer in 

response to natural disosters. 
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I earned my Red Cross pin working four nights and five days during o 
hurricone here. When they evacuated Port Arthur, and brought the 
nursing home people to Beoumont, we dismissed oil of the hospital 
patients thot we could ond sent them home. We set up o full 200-bed 
hospital in the gym ot Lomor College. My mother-in-law was in o body 
cost so I brought her to the hospitol to be admitted so no one would 
comploln obout her. There were no lights, no nothing! I put my 2-
yeor-old baby and boby-sltter who wos o severe diobetic into the x-
roy room 'couse we couldn't do x-roys, ond I stoyed right there in the 
hospital for four nights. There were no lights to amount to anything 
half the time. We hod one piece of paper that we put on our 
mottresses. Thot wos your sheet. You'd go In and woke up somebody 
ond soy "get up it's my turn" ond put that piece of paper down ond lie 
down ond sleep. When thot wos over I hod earned my pin. You eorned 
your pin with the Red Cross. They don't give It to you. (Tommye 
Wolff) 

Militory Service 

Some of the nurses remained ot home caring for the sick while others 

volunteered for military service soon after completing their nurses' training. 

When war broke out in Europe the nurses were quick to respond. 

I never thought about it. I just signed up and went. I was assigned 
the third army where I worked first in the general hospitol. Then I 
was tronsferred out to the "Evoc" hospitol. But we didn't hove any 
troining. You know, they didn't osk us what we could do and what we 
couldn't do. We lived In tents oil that time. We were out in tents 
from August, no we got out there in July, June or July, I forget. I do 
remember thot we were out in tents until November. (Dorothy Becker) 

Mrs. Becker hod enlisted in the Red Cross. "You went into the Red 

Cross, then they turned it over into the Army Nurse Corp. You know? 
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That's when they went to $90 to the first or second lieutenant pay. Thot's 

what nurses were called then." 

Not oil nurses enlisted in the military; many stoyed ot home to do 

whot they could in their local hospitals. 

At the very beginning I was not working. As time went on I would look 
around and I'd see everybody wos doing something for the wor. 
Everybody thot could onything ot oil ond here I am o young RN, and I 
began to feel guilty. So It put me bock to work ond I haven't stopped 
since. I never reolly wonted to be in the service, I guess, but I 
wonted to do something thot was for the war effort. I guess I did 
eventuolly, becouse I did get busy ond go to work. (Elizabeth Tribble) 

Ida Corthel' s brother was In the military nursing service during the 

war and he told Ida that the wounded needed much more nursing core than 

they were getting. Mrs. Corthel decided to become on Army nurse ond serve 

in the Aleutian Islonds to core for the wounded servicemen. She married 

soon after groduoting from nursing school ond although she gave up one 

dreom, she never regretted her decision. 

Spirituality of Nursing 

All of the participants believe the spiritual aspect of o person is 

important. They hove seen the effects of prayer and oil but one of the 

nurses sold they hod proyed for potients from time to time. While oil of the 
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nurses believed in the importance of the spiritual domoin, there was little or 

no troining obout it. "It was not encompassed os for os the curriculum was 

concerned," replied Mrs. Joy. 

Brodshow (1996) wrote "Splrltuol core os understood and practiced by 

nursing tradition wos not orticuloted by nurses; it was lived out in the doily 

octlons of core" (p. 43). She further odds spiritual core should be "the very 

woy of love, lived out In the relotionship of core" (Brodshow, 1996, p. 43). 

The nurses In this study demonstrated spiritual core os they lived it in their 

dolly octions of core. Mrs. Tribble osserts that indeed she has prayed for 

her potients. 

Oh no not with them, pray about them. And about my own behavior 
about if I feel I hove done the right thing or I haven't done the right 
thing obout it. Sometimes after you get owoy ond think about it and 
think you know, maybe I didn't do what I should hove in this cose. 
Moybe I hod some regrets about whot I sold or, what I don't know I 
guess I'm kind of. Yes I hove proyed obout my patients lots of time. 

She further stoted thot even if she did not see o change In them, praying 

"did me good." 

Some of the nurses offered silent proyers for patients' recovery or 

pain relief. Others thought about the patients ond wondered obout whether 
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their nursing octions were right or wrong ond feeling sorrowful if they 

hadn't done os good o job os they could hove. 

hArs. Wolff hos known "several doctors that hove sold ' I am going to 

operate on you tomorrow, so you proy for me and I will pray for you'. And I 

hove nursed with doctors that didn't believe in God, ond I didn't mind telling 

them in the operating room, 1 sure hope He Is wotching over you'." 

Sybil Porgin believes strongly in the spirituol aspect of nursing. 

"Yes, I hove told potients I prayed for them. Yet you hove to know 
the potient; you hove to know the relatives. You con't go in and soy now I am 
going to proy thot you're going to get well or thot you won't die tonight 
without feeling your woy first. You'll do more domoge if you try to preoch to 
them." 

"There's no place for otheists around o sick bed," Mrs. Porgin sold with 

conviction. 

Spirituality was on integral port of the nurses' lives. "Nursing was o 

very importont ond enjoyoble port of my life—trying to follow the "Golden 

Rules" in life certainly continued through the nursing proctice days" (Irmo 

Eorngey). Some of the nurses described growing up in o Christian home. "I 

was taught to respect the rights of others—like 'Do unto others os you 

would hove them do unto you.' I t wos o good policy, ond applied to my way of 

living very well. [Whot I meon is—it worked for me.]" (Ida Corthel). 
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Sibyl Porgin added, "If I hod not hod o solid bockground thot caused 

me to hove faith in God and what is right ond wrong I would hove hod 

difficulty in adjusting to what was expected of me ot oge 18 or 20." 

Their spirituol values were Incorporated into their dolly life and work. 

"My career was spent in school nursing and I tried to instill healthy values in 

oil oreos in my students" (Donno Young). 

Spiritual values shaped their professional lives os they applied those 

to the people for whom they were responsible. "Love your neighbor" became 

the slogan for many of these nurses. 

We were tought to follow the great commandment "Love the Lord our 
God with oil your heart and with oil your soul, ond with oil your mind 
ond with oil your strength - ond the second is "Love your neighbor os 
yourself. There is no greater commandment thon this" (Mark 
12:30,31). To love others wos port of my being. I t wasn't difficult for 
me to love ond core for others without prejudice. (Lucille Posey) 

Spirituality was understood to be on integrol port of heoling. 

Healing has to do with your spiritual, psychological, physical ond 
sociologicol being. So healing has many dimensions, and if you're really 
dealing with patients, you hove to toke oil those foctors into 
consideration. What you might consider Is the obsolutely essential—it 
moy not be what Is essential to that person. (Mrs. Joy) 
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Themes 

Themes emerged os the videotaped interviews were reviewed and the 

tronscribed interviews were read ond reread. More than twenty themes 

were clustered into seven overall themes; nurses os caring persons, the 

strength of relationships, acceptance of suffering os o woy of life, equolity 

in humon suffering, the commitment of nursing, nurses os discerning persons, 

ond risking self to serve others. 

Nurses os Caring Persons 

Every nurse In the study equated nursing with caring. Nurses were 

described os coring or nursing meont to core. The themes of kindness, 

compassion and consolotlon emerged to describe nurses os coring persons. 

The nurses recognize that people should not go the journey alone through 

pain, suffering, dying or the healing process, but rather they should be 

occomponled. 

Innately I've always hod pretty much the some philosophy that I hove 
todoy. I olways felt like the potient was the most importont person 
and when you talk obout caring, you core about that person, about 
their fomily, obout what's going on with them and how they 
communicote and how they relote to you ond how they express 
themselves. So caring to me is really—o really, really total concept 
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thot just encomposses both the patient ond the families ond you know, 
the medical teom. I con't isolate it too well. (Hazel Joy) 

Gilligon (1982) defines coring os "on activity of relationship, of seeing 

and responding to need, toking core of the world by sustaining the web of 

connection so on one is left olone" (p. 62). 

Mrs. Becker colls coring "o sensitivity to the person's behovior, 

personality, and to the needs," while Mrs. Wolff describes it os "one of the 

first steps In healing." "I core what happens to my patients" replied lArs. 

Tribble. 

The term compassion Is derived from Latin (patiand cum), which 

together mean "to suffer with." 

Compassion asks us to go where it hurts, to enter into places of pain, 
to shore In brokenness, feor, confusion, and onguish. Compassion 
chollenges us to cry out with those in misery, to mourn with those who 
ore lonely, to weep with those in tears. Compassion requires us to be 
weok with the weok, vulneroble with the vulnerable, ond powerless 
with the powerless. Compassion means full Immersion In the condition 
of being humon. (McNeill, Morrison, A Nouwen, 1983) 
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"be sympathetic, love os brothers, be compossionote and humble" (1 Peter 

3:8). 

The nurses In this study describe compassion os both o quality and o 

strength In nurses. "Hopefully we use our scientific knowledge in skillful and 

compossionote manner to core for the sick ond promote good health" (Irmo 

Eorngey). 

The Strength of Relationships 

People ore Importont in the lives of the participants. The professional 

relationships with nurses, physicians and patients hove hod o profound and 

lasting effect in the lives of the porticiponts. Friends and family impact the 

world of the porticlpont. Many porticiponts firmly believe thot being o nurse 

strengthened their relationships with fomily, friends and patients. Others 

noted the Importonce of being o member of the [health] team. "Nursing is 

demonstrated best by becoming the very best member of the team to 

restore health ond well-being to the patient" (Peggy Soucy). 
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Two women in this study quoted Will Rogers' "I hove never met o man 

[person] I did not like" (Donno Young ond Lucille Posey). Mrs. Young soys she 

con find some good qualities in everyone that she has met, "I love people." 

Patients often hod o lasting effect on the nurses. "The extra time o 

nurse con spend alone with o patient who may be In pain, ofrold or unsure of 

the future is o bonding time for nurse and patient. The encourogement and 

teoching process is so vltol for them" (Lucille Posey). 

I^rs. Joy tolked of the interpretotion between helpers ond receivers 

in which "each one comes into the arena with preconceived notions and yet 

change is expected. Change then moy go from o negotive to o positive 

continuum and the degree is whot needs to be evoluoted. Change in 

behoviors moy be the end result." 

Friends, both professional and personal, were valued by the nurses. "I 

enjoy mony friends and like to visit with ond tolk to oil kinds of people. 

However, I do not seek out and talk to strangers. Growing up in o large city, 

I feel, tends to moke one more reserved" (Peggy Soucy). 

Boykin and Schoenhofer (1993) write "oil relotionships ore 

opportunities to draw forth coring possibilities, opportunities to reinforce 
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the beauty of person-os-person" (p. 8). The nurses in this study enjoyed the 

relotionships with their patients, peers and families. 

Acceptonce of suffering os o Way of Life 

"I am owore of their sufferings" (Ex 3:7). The poverty brought on by 

the Greot Depression wos viewed os normol by the porticiponts os they 

stoted in motter-of-foct tones thot they were poor during the 1930s, and 

never reolly thought much about It. 

As a medlcol doctor, Kleinmon (1988) encountered patients with 

powerful ond personol experiences of illness. He wonted to know and to 

understond how Illness affected the lives of his patients. Kleinmon believed 

and purported that" . . .by studying the experience of illness, we could learn 

about the humon condition, suffering and death" (p. Hi). 

Most fomllles witnessed suffering in fomily members due to health 

problems. Antibiotics were unknown ond certoin diseases such os pneumonia, 

were difficult to treot thereby rendering the potient helpless. Death come 

to o family member ot o young oge for many of the participants. Sibyl Porgin 

remembers her fother dying 48 hours ofter controcting pneumonia. She 
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described o big, hondsome man in his forties who wos gone in o motter of 

hours. 

Equality of Human Sufferers 

The nurses In this study volue people os unique individuals with bosic 

needs and they generolly accept people and often expressed their love for 

others. These nurses hove found people to be interesting ond challenging. 

Did this view of people bring them to nursing educotion and nursing practice 

or were the views shoped by their nursing experiences? 

There ore good, bod, ond Indifferent in oil cultures but I believe in 
the mojorlty. I like people! People of the world, desperate different 
cultures shore more common troits than differences. The need for 
woter, food, shelter is universal along with the drive for survival and 
love; people ore good. (Irmo Eorngey) 

"[Nursing is] o helping hand to oil monkind regordless of race, creed or color" 

(Donno Young). 

The belief In the equality of humankind was evident In every 

participant's story. "People ore God's creation. They come in oil sizes, 

shapes, ond colors—each one different from oil the others. They ore 

Indlviduols with unique personolities, needs, and ospirotions" (Ida Corthel). 
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The porticiponts recognized that differences were both positive and 

negative, yet were oil created equal. "Honest people, not so honest, kind and 

coring, selfish ond cruel, happy ond sod. Thank the Lord for the ones that 

try ond help others ond themselves" (Irene Richordson). 

I think oil people should be considered equal—no motter of the race, 
religion, finonciol stotus, or whotever. This certolnly does not seem to 
be. All people were creoted by one God ond should be considered os 
God's people. There is so much hate among us thot it is o desperote 
situation must improve or we will oil be doomed. (Sibyl Porgin) 

Lucille Posey "likes people, especiolly in nursing core. You drow no line on 

gender, roce or color." 

People ore the greatest of God's creations. When o person has 
developed to his full potential he is outstanding. However the truly 
moture In oil respects rarely oppeors. We recognize thot people 
develop to different levels of maturity. We enjoy people most when 
we recognize the uniqueness of each individuol. (Mory Lou Reoms) 

The Commitment to Nursing 

The nurses in this study were committed to nursing for o number of 

yeors. Their enduronce and perseveronce held strong through times of 

difficulty ond times of glory. They were dedicoted to serving others. 

Nursing was "o coll rather than o career" (Peggy Soucy). 
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I t was on honor to do for others what they could not do for 

themselves. Nursing practice is to "ensure thot eoch individual con live their 

life to their fullest potentiol physicolly, sociolly and mentolly. We took the 

Florence Nightingole pledge ot groduotion and I think thot soys it oil" (Donno 

Young). 

The nurses in this study were committed to the people who were their 

potients. The nurses used their skills and knowledge to help those who were 

in need of nursing core. "[Nursing] is coring for people, ond doing what you 

think Is the right thing to do for them" (Elizobeth Tribble). 

Nurses os Discerning Persons 

Most of the nurses In this study described "gut feelings" obout 

patients' conditions, treatment or outcomes. In port, they attributed that 

to the troining they hod received. "Becoming o nurse helped me to reach o 

better understonding of myself, then I could better understond the 

feelings, thoughts, ond octions of others" (Irmo Eorngey). 

Lucille Posey described o "deep felt desire" to help others, while Ida 

Corthel spoke of feelings of grotificotion. Other nurses found insight and 

understonding through caring for dying patients or those who were very sick. 
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Emotions stirred within them when patients were "brought in" with little 

hope of recovery. More emotions stirred when one of those patients 

recovered ond they knew they hod contributed to the healing. Nursing 

practice meant "you ore doing what you think or feel is the right thing to do" 

in procticing nursing. Intuition helped the porticiponts moke the best 

decisions or their potients. 

Risking Self to Serve Others 

Nurses often put potients' needs before their own needs. This Is 

porticulorly noticed In times of crisis, whether the crisis is with one person 

or mony ot the some time. Three of the nurses in this study served in the 

military, while most of the others served In the Red Cross. 

Brovery ond couroge was demonstrated in caring for patients with 

infectious, contagious or "unknown" threats to health. Ida Corthel was o 

nurse for polio potients who were in "iron lung machines" ot the time that 

polio was believed to be contagious. Nurses seldom thought of themselves 

when providing nursing core. 

"We apply ourselves to nursing [through] caring, loving, tending, 

ossessing, etc. to the needs of the potient" (Lucille Posey). Being o nurse 
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consists of "showing some 'tough' love when the situation wos colled for; ond 

being kind and gently when needed for the patient's soke" (Irene 

Richordson). 

The noture of being o nurse colls for quick actions and accurate 

thinking in times of crisis. "Nurses ore one of the most important members 

of the health teom. I think of the nurse os the catalyst in on emergency ond 

difficult situotion" (Donna Young). 

Holistic Nursing 

Holistic nursing includes coring for the needs of the whole potient; 

whatever is happening with the patient emotionally, mentolly, socially, 

spirituolly, financially, and culturolly. I t is the recognition that illness and 

wellness ore affected by ony of the factors, particularly when any one of 

the ports of this whole person is out of bolonce. Holistic nursing is o form 

of ministering to the whole. Including the family. "Potients and families both 

need support, particularly when they cannot be helped medically" (Mrs. 

Wolff) 

All of the nurses described this type of nursing, olthough not oil knew 

the meaning of the term os it applies to nursing. Mrs. Joy stotes that 
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holistic nursing emphasizes the person and always considers their 

environment and their ethnic background. "The term itself was introduced 

lote . . .but the concept was there" (Hazel Joy). fArs. Wolff described o six 

week course ot the Texos Reseorch ond Rehobilitotion Center os leorning "to 

deol with not just the person thot was paralyzed or Injured, but the whole 

fomily". 

Being o nurse is much more thon ministering to the physicol needs or 

just corrying out doctors' orders. I t is valuing the patient os o whole person 

with life experiences and o background of internal ond external influences, 

including the mind, feelings, emotions and the social, cultural ond educational 

factors. The porticiponts In this study ministered to patients in o holistic 

manner before the term holism was known in nursing. 

Summory 

The experience of nurses' education ond nursing proctice has been 

identified. Themes thot emerged from this study hove been explored. 

Meanings of what it wos to be o probie and to become o nurse were revealed 

through the participants' stories. The essential theme will be discussed in 
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Chapter V. After on exploration of the essential theme, implication for 

nursing practice and nursing education will be discussed. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE PREaOUSNESS OF HUMAN LIFE 

Introduction 

Analysis of the interviews, written surveys, observotlon and journal 

writings yielded significant doto. The themes thot emerged from the doto 

was organized into seven clusters that described nursing education and 

nursing proctice in the yeors between 1930 to 1950. These themes included 

the acceptance of suffering, nurses os coring persons and the strength of 

relationships. These themes emerged from the textual doto and were 

explored In Chapter IV. In this chopter the essential theme of the 

preciousness of life will be explored. The implicotions of this study include 

educotion, reseorch ond proctice. 

The Preciousness of Life 

The essential theme thot emerged from the doto is the preciousness of 

human life. The term precious from Lotin pretiosus means price or value 

(Weekley, 1967). "I will moke man more precious than fine gold" (Isoioh 

13:12). 
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The nurses hod come to understand that life is very precious and they 

dedicated their lives to caring for the precious persons for whom they were 

responsible. "I wont to moke them feel better, comforted, loved" (Cleotis 

Treese). 

We hod o little infant, you know bock when we were students we had 
to toke on on OB [obstetricol] patient that come in; we were assigned 
to this patient and we stoyed with them until they delivered ond then 
we'd toke core of them. We were on 18-hour duty. You slept on o cot 
in their room. [The womon hod the boby] and it was o very ill boby. 
They didn't know whot was wrong with it ot the time, but later on they 
did. I took core of thot baby that night ond It died two or three 
times. And our oxygen Incubotor wos so limited. (You remember that 
big old stainless steel incubator?) But anyhow, the boby was in the 
bed ond we were giving it row oxygen and everything, which was bod. 
Then I breathed for thot boby-in and out. I'd breathe for it and get 
It to breathing. And I kept it olive oil night. I think I took out long 
enough to go to the bothroom one time. Someone come and relieved 
me. And the next day, come to find out the boby was diagnosed with 
[severe brain injury]. 

And I kept thot boby olive thot night. I don't know why, it would hove 
been so eosy to walk owoy. But I didn't. So one doy, that gave me o 
perspective on nursing on whot you could do and what you couldn't do. 
I couldn't sove him from his brain domoge becouse it was completely 
gone and he never even was oble to sit up or anything. He just stayed 
In bed and they hod his own room fixed but they took core of him oil 
this time. 

Almost 20 yeors later in the 1950s I was o night supervisor and I was 
toking core of o mon [patient] with o broin disorder who tried to kill 
the patient next door. And this doctor come in ond put his arm around 
me ond sold," Lucille, why do we try to sove people like this. We know 
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they can't get any better." And he sighed. And I sold "Well, I don't 
know, we're here to sove and oil thot." 

She then recalled the infont thot she hod literally breathed life into 

his body, and she osked the doctor something that has bothered her for 

many yeors. 

Why didn't I let this boby die? He never knew anything oil his life. I 
sold "Doctor, It would hove been so easy for me to just walk for o few 
minutes and not breoth for that boby ond he would hove died. And I 
sold, "Why couldn't I do thot?" And he looked ot me and put his arm 
around me and sold, "Because you were just o damn good nurse that's 
why." 

Thot stoyed with me oil my life, that even though I didn't save this 
child's life, it was on experience for everybody. Years later, this 
child's fother told me the child "wos o blessing ond o landmark for us 
OS 0 fomily." (Lucille Posey) 

Mrs. Posey's story describes the price of human life os she and other 

nurses hove given themselves to preserve life for others. The close and 

personol contoct with potients is "considered beneficial to the potient and 

the nurse." (Mory Lou Reoms). 

Human life was precious in the bleakest of circumstonces. "I took core 

of three polio patients ot one time on 12-hour shifts. I t was very difficult 

to core for three polio potients with iron lungs" (Ido Corthel). 
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Children with communicoble diseoses were brought to the hospitol, 

sometimes to die. Antibiotics were not known ond nursing core was often 

the only hope for the patients. Tenderness, touch and the love of o nurse 

may hove been the difference In life and death for many patients. Scripture 

ploces great value on humon life "but chosen by God ond precious to him" (1 

Peter 2:4). 

Implications for Nursing 

Lives ore enriched by the obility to leorn ond goin new perspectives and 

insights from the life experiences of others. Stories of the lived 

experiences of nurses offer o sense of communion with nurses. As the 

nurses reveal themselves, their post, their memories, their feelings—they 

hove ollowed the reoder ond viewer to move into o sense of the post, indeed 

to their own roots of nursing. 

I t Is impossible to heor without listening. To meet the needs of 

patients in the journeys, whether it Is to recovery or to death or somewhere 

between depends in large port on the ability and the willingness of the nurse 

to listen. Engoging in meaningful conversation with patients offers insight. 
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"Being there when you ore needed ond listening to your potients" (Peggy 

Soucy). Kleinmon (1988) realized that heoring patients' narratives allowed 

him o greoter understanding of not only illnesses but of the patients that he 

was treating. 

A brief dwelling in one's memory con provide the courage to continue 

the journey of life. "Memories offer o "support ond on environment in which 

we ore strengthened to embroce the present reolity of our lives" (Kelly, 

1988). Being o good nurse requires "lots of empathy" (Dorothy Becker). 

The Educotion of Nurses 

The people who hove lived In the post hove o history of experiences 

thot the nurses whose practice begon in the lost 30 years do not hove. 

Their stories oIlow todoy's nurses o look ot the differences and 

advancements thot hove token ploce in the profession of nursing. 

A curriculum with o history of nursing component is enhonced by the 

stories of reol people. The stories of nurses who were educoted and 

proctice nursing before the mid-century bridge the profession today with 

the roots of nursing and the early leoders in nursing. 
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The hord work, courage ond commitment of the nurses who were 

troined and procticed in the 1930s and 1940s is on insplrotlon for the nurses 

of today. 

^^Learning to be is indeed o continuous lifelong pursuit, one in which 
the self struggles to preserve continuity with past experiences and, 
simultaneously, to change and develop in order to moke sense of 
current ond future experiences" (Tennont A Pogson, 1995, p. 10). 

" I om bound to my memories, my history, thot complex Intertwining of 

post experiences and feelings of which I om composed" (Sindaire, 1994, p. 

26) 

Nursing Practice 

Being connected with the history of nursing provides on appreciation of 

the pioneers in nursing ond the hardships and suffering they endured. Touch 

ond tenderness hove been reploced with technology and paper, ond managed 

core has distanced patients from nurses. 

Kippenbrock (1991) discovered, from o study of nurse leoders, that they 

hod found meoning from their knowledge of nursing post. That knowledge 

connected them to the post and it was found to influence their practice. 
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Anolysis of the lived experiences hove benefits that often ore unseen. 

Phenomenology "brings to consciousness what is olreody known from practice 

. . . fosters enlightenment ond raises consciousness" (Bishop A Scudder, 

1990, p. 176). 

Nursing Reseorch 

Exploring studies of nursing and lived experiences provides the richness 

of the portlclpont's voice. Reseorch Is enhanced os meaning is uncovered in 

the questions "Whot was it like to be o nurse in the 1930s ond 1940s?" 

"Do modern nurses recognize and embroce the preciousness of human life 

that wos found in nurses who practiced in onother time? 

Historicol research undertaken through descriptions of nursing offer o 

view of nurses ond nursing that Is different from that of todoy. 

Mitchell (1990) studied education leodership and wrote, "The question 

is not so much whot ore the traits and behaviors of successful leaders in 

education, but what Is the noture ond meaning of being on educotion leader" 

(P. 53). In nursing the question is not so much what ore the troits and 

behaviors of successful nurses, but whot is the nature and meoning of being 

0 nurse? 
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Future studies 

Mony stories of the lived experience of nurses remain unknown. 

Explorotion of the experiences of nurses in specific incidents, situations and 

times could further enrich the historical perspective of nursing. 

Recommendotions for future studies include the following: 

Nurses in the militory In World Wor I I , 

Pioneer nursing in the "Dust Bowl," 

Nursing during the polio epidemic, 

Historicol Account of Blocks in nursing. 

Nurses in the Red Cross, 

Men OS Nurses. 

Questions for these oreos of study include, "How do these nurses 

opprooch life? Whot is their ottitude or outlook on life in generol? What 

beliefs guided the decisions in their lives? What volues ore seen os 

Important? How were volues and beliefs learned?" 

Other oreos of study could be with nurses who practice today. A 

comparison of experiences of current practicing nurses to the experiences 

of the nurses in this study could be conducted in order to find similarities 

and differences. 
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Conclusions 

This phenomenological study was undertoken to explore the lived 

experience of retired nurses who completed nurses' training and who 

procticed nursing in the twenty yeors between 1930-1950. The essences of 

the lived experiences of nurses' education ond nursing proctice were 

described so thot the reader of the study to gain greoter insight into what 

it meant to be o nurse by engaging in the stories of their lived experiences. 

"The phenomenologist is not concerned with the frequency or prevalence of 

a theme but rother that oil the possible descriptions and understandings of 

the experience are uncovered" (Russell, 1999, p. 179). 

Chopter I includes the purposes of this study, the strengths, 

limitotions, ossumptions and definition of terms. In Chapter I I , o review of 

literoture focused on nursing history, nursing education, American history, 

phenomenology, norrotive and storytelling. Chapter H I is o description of 

the phenomenological method and reseorch design. The participants ore 

introduced in Chapter IV olong with the analysis of their stories and the 

organization of the clusters of themes that emerged from the doto. 

Chapter V describes the essentiol theme, preciousness of life as it was 

woven into each nurses' story. Thus, the researcher was able to reveal the 
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meaning of the lived experiences of the retired nurses who shared stories 

from the time of 1930 to 1950. Despite the years of difficult work and 

mony challenges of life experiences, these nurses were permanently touched 

by the preciousness of humon life. 
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• .•'..JO^(i*^>..'* 

TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY 
Office of Research Services 

203 Holden Hall 
Lubbock, Texas 79409-1035 
(806) 742-3884/FAX (806) 742-3892 

October 08, 1997 

Mr. Michael Mezack 
Ms. Beverly Byers 
Ed Psychology & Leadership 
MS 1071 

RE: Project 97251 The Lived Experience of Nursing Practice in the Mid-2 0th 
Century: A Phenomenological Perspective of Registered Nurses 

Dear Mr. Mezack: 

The Texas Tech University Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects has approved 
your proposal referenced above. The approval is effective from 9/1/97 through 8/31/98. You 
will be reminded of the pending expiration one month before your approval expires so that you 
may request an extension if you wish. 

The best of luck on your project. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Roman Taraban, Chair 
Human Subjects Use Committee 
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""' f TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY 
"'"" Office of Research Services 

203 Holden Hall 
Lubbock, Texas 79409-1035 
(806) 742-3884/FAX (806) 742-3892 

August 31, 1998 

Dr. Michael Mezack 
Dr. Len Ainsworth 
Dr. Marijane Davis 
Ms. Beverly Byers 

RE: Project No. 97251-The Lived Experience of Nursing Practice in the 
Mid-20th Century: A Phenomenological Perspective of Registered Nurses 

Dear Ms. Byers, 

The Texas Tech University Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects has 
approved extension of your project referenced above. The approval is effective 
from September 1, 1998 through August 31,1999. You will be reminded of the 
pending expiration one month prior to that date so that you may request an 
extension if needed. 

The best of luck on your project. 

.Sincerely, 

p i ^ Fi.-K--^v-^/^5 
Philip H. Marshall, Chairman 
Human Subjects Use Committee 
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Guide for Initial Telephone Contact 

Hello. My name is Beverly Byers and Name of informant told me that 
you are a registered nurse and you might be interested in a research project 
that I will be doing. I t is my understanding that you are now retired and in 
fact, that you practiced nursing many years ago. 

I also am a registered nurse and am currently a doctoral student at Texas 
Tech University. I will be getting storiesof nurses who practiced nursing 
for at least three years between 1935 and 1950. I am very much interested 
in your experiences of nursing. Vbz/rstory would be focused on what nursing 
means to you. 

I hope that you can be a part of this nursing research. Would you be willing 
to let me interview you at a convenient time? I f so, I will send you a letter 
with more details. 

Thank you very much for visiting with me. 

Beverly Byers, doctoral student 
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Letter to Participants 
(follows initial phone introduction) 

Dear 

I t was a pleasure talking with you on the phone yesterday. I t is exciting for 
me to meet a nurse with the experience that you have had in nursing 
practice. I look forward to learning more about you and listening to your 
stories of nursing practice before the years of 1950. 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in my research study of nursing. I 
believe that the years prior to 1950 hold much significance and meaning for 
nursing. 

I will call you within a week to schedule our first visit. At this time I will 
explain how the research will be conducted and what your involvement will 
be. Please call me at any time if you have questions or want further 
explanation (806 795-2660). 

I have included a **Consent to Participate" form that explains more in detail 
the role that you will have in the study and the time involved for you. At our 
first meeting, we will review this together and both sign the consent form. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly Byers 
Doctoral Student 
College of Education 
Texas Tech University 
Lubbock, Texas 
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Informed Consent Research Study 

, have agreed to participate in a 
research study which will be conducted by Beverly Byers RN, MSN. I 
understand that this research study is for a dissertation at Texas Tech 
University in Lubbock, TX. I t has been explained to me that the purpose of 
this study is to find out what nursing means to me as a nurse. 

I understand that Beverly Byers will be interviewing me regarding my nursing 
practice. The years prior to 1950 will be the focus of the interview. There 
will be 2 or 3 interview sessions that will be scheduled at my convenience. 
Sessions will last no longer than one hour each. The interviews will allow me 
to tell my story of nursing practice. The interviews will be completed before 
March 1,1998. 

During interviews, I may refuse to answer questions, and I may raise 
questions or Issues she does not. I understand that she will ask me for 
periodic feedback about the data she collects. 

I t has been explained to me that Beverly would like to videotape the 
interviews and that this will help in the accuracy of my story. She has also 
informed me that videotaping will allow credit to be given to me. Therefore, 
I am giving my permission for the interviews to be videotaped. This 
research study Involves my time and reflecting on my nursing practice 
before 1950. While, there are no physical risks to me, the memories that I 
recall through reminiscence may trigger unpleasant or emotional feelings. 

I understand that this research is being done principally for a dissertation. 
However, I also understand that portions of it may be selected for 
presentation at conferences or for articles in professional publications. I 
further understand that I may withdraw from this study at any time without 
penalty. The Texas Tech University faculty sponsor for the research 
project is Dr. Michael Mezack. I f I have questions, I may reach him through 
the College of Education 742-1997. 
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I f this research project causes any physical injury to participants in this 
project, treatment is not necessarily available at Texas Tech University or 
the Student Health Center, nor is there necessarily any insurance carried by 
the University or its personnel applicable to cover any such injury. Financial 
compensation for any such injury must be provided through the participant's 
own insurance program. Further information about these matters may be 
obtained from Dr. Robert M. Sweazy, Vice Provost for Research, 742-3884. 
Room 203 Holden Hall, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409-1035. 

Participant Signature 

Date 

Researcher Signature Date 
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Interview Protocol 

This interview protocol will serve as a guide for your story of nursing. I t wil 
provide direction for both you and me in the initial stages of the interview. 
You, as the participant, are encouraged to describe your experiences of 
nursing, what nursing means to you and how it has affected the person you 
are today. This is your story and should not be limited to the questions 
below. 

Background and Education 

1. When did you become a nurse? 

2. How would you describe your decision to become a nurse? What was it 

that made you actually decide that you wanted to be a nurse? 

3. Tell me about the school that you attended (including classes). 

4. What classes taught you about ethics or values? 

5. What were your most meaningful experiences while in training? 

6. Tell me about the teacher who had the greatest influence on you? 

7. What does it mean to be a nurse? 
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Support 

8. Describe your family support of your decision. 

9. Did you encounter any barriers to being a nurse? I f yes, explain. 

The Era 

10. How did the Great Depression affect you, your family and your career? 

11. What was the effect of W W I or W W I I on you, your family, your 

career? 

Career 

12. When you graduated, what kind of nursing job did you take? 

13. How was the job similar to what you learned in school? How was it 
different? 

14. Did you ever consider any other type of job? 

15. What or who guided your practice? 
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16. How did you feel about your status as a nurse? 

17. Tell me about your retirement. Was it a choice? 

Memories 

18. After you became a nurse, describe your most memorable nursing 
experience. 

19. Tell me about your most difficult experience. 

20. What are the greatest rewards about being a nurse? 

21. Do you have any regrets? I f yes, tell me about them. 

22. What would you personally have done differently? 

23. What does caring mean to you as a nurse? 

24. What does nursing mean to you? 

25. Was being a nurse fulfilling or satisfying to you? Explain how 

26. Please complete the following sentence. Nursing has allowed me to. 
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July 14,1998 

Greetings to the Nurses: 

This letter is to say that I hope you are doing well and also 
to tell you where I am in nr̂ y study. Interviews have been 
conducted with 12 nurses to date and I am beginning to write the 
interviews and then will analyze the data. 

I t seems that as more and more interviews were 
conducted, more questions also came up. I believe these are very 
important questions and some of you were perhaps asked some of 
them. I want to make sure that each of you has the opportunity 
to answer the questions as I believe they hold valuable insights 
into what nursing practice was during your era of nursing. I t 
would help me very much in my writing if you would answer the 
questions even if you may have done so in the interview. 

Your time is very valuable and I am aware of the time it 
takes to think about these things and then write about them. 5o 
please know that I appreciate you very much. Feel free to call me 
anytime. I will be getting back to you by phone in August or 
September. Meanwhile I wish you the very best and I think of 
you often. I t has been an honor to connect with you through this 
study. 

Warm regards, 

Beverly Byers 
806-795-2660 
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Questions for the study of nurses' training 
and nursing practice 

Beverly Byers - 5403 21^ Lubbock, TX 79407 

1. What is your view of people? 

2. Describe the essence of nursing. 
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3. What is your philosophy of health? 

4. Why do people get sick? 
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5. Why was nursing practice better in your day than it 
is now? 

6. How did being a nurse contribute to who you are 
today? 
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7. Describe how did your own values and beliefs af fect 
your nursing practice? 

8. Explain the heart & soul of nursing. 
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November 18,1997 

Ida Carthel,R.N. 
(address) 

Dear Ms. Cart hel. 

I t was a pleasure talking with you on the phone last week. I t is exciting for 
me to meet a nurse with the experience that you have had in nursing 
practice. I look forward to learning more about you and listening to your 
stories of nursing practice before the years of 1950. 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in my research study of nursing. I 
believe that the years prior to 1950 hold much significance and meaning for 
nursing. 

I will call in January to schedule our first visit. At this time I will explain 
how the research will be conducted and what your involvement will be. 
Please call me at any time if you have questions or want further explanation 
(806 795-2660). My address is 5403 21^, Lubbock, Texas 79407. Thank 
you for allowing me the opportunity to hear and record your story. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly Byers 
Doctoral Student 
College of Education 
Texas Tech University 
Lubbock, Texas 
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December 9. 1991 

Hazel Jay, RN 
(address) 

Dear Mrs. Jay, 

What a privilege for me to meet you and interview you! Thank you for 
allowing me in your home and for the time you gave me to hear some of your 
nursing stories. 

I plan to return to Ft. Worth in January or February and would like to have a 
group lunch for the five of us. The nurses that I am interviewing in Ft. 
Worth are Cleatus Treese, RN, Irma Eorngey, RN, Hazel Jay, RN and Donna 
Young, RN. 

At that time we can reminisce and hear more of your collective nursing 
experiences. We will plan to meet at the Blue Mesa on University, perhaps 
11:30-2:00. I will call you about a date that would be convenient for you. 

I look forward to seeing you again. Happy Holidays. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly Byers, RN, MSN 

806-795-2660 
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Greetings to Registered Nurse Participants in Beaumont 

From: Beverly Byers 
Dote: January 23,1998 

I so appreciate your interest in my study of the meaning of 
nursing as it was in the mid-20^^ Century. I t will be very 
informative and helpful for me to be able to hear your stories of 
nursing. 

I t will be April or May when we get together. I would like for us 
to meet as a group first in order to get acquainted and then talk 
together about nursing times and experiences. 

The informed consent and interview guidelines are enclosed so 
that you may understand the purpose of the study and also so 
that you can be thinking about some of the questions. Your story 
is by no means limited to these questions, they are simply a guide. 
Do not return the informed consent. We will discuss it when I am 
there, and if you have no objections, we can sign it then. 

The Beaumont nurses who have consented to participate in this 

study are'. 

Dorothy Becker Tommye Wolfe 

Elizabeth Tribble 

I look forward to meeting you and hearing your experiences of 

nursing practice. I will try to contact you in March. My phone 

number is 806-795-2660. 
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April 16,1998 

Hello Nurses' Group in Beaumont, 

First of all, I hope that all of you are feeling good and enjoying 
the spring time. Today in Lubbock it is rather cold for this time 
of year. I guess in Beaumont, there are beautiful flowers in 
bloom and warm weather. 

I am making plans to be in Beaumont the middle of May and would 
like to meet with you then. I t seems like a lunch meeting would 
be a good way for us to begin. That way we could all get 
acquainted and perhaps begin a little reminiscence about nursing 
experiences. 

What do you think about Wednesday, May 13 or Thursday, May 
14? I've enclosed an envelope and a slip of paper with these 
dates on it. I t you cannot meet on one of those days, just mark it 
off with an X. I f either is OK, please send it back anyway. 

Also enclosed is a 2-page survey about smoking that I am trying 
to get some data about. This is for a study that I am doing with 
some instructors at Texas Tech University and is completely 
unrelated to my own dissertation. I f you have time and would like 
to give some feedback on this subject (Women A smoking 
patterns), please return the survey. This will be confidential 
information and if you prefer, you can mail it in a separate 
envelope. Our goal is to see how advertising in the past has 
impacted the smoking patterns of women. We are comparing 
several countries. I also am looking for old (30-40 years) 
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magazine ads, so if you are a keeper of these things, you might 
see if you could find anything in them related to smoking. 

I am looking forward to meeting all of you and hearing of your 
own personal story of nursing. You will keep me motivated to 
getting this research project completed. 

Warm regards, 

Beverly Byers 
806-795-2660 

Your preference for the date of the lunch meeting: 

Wednesday - May 13 Thursday - May 14 

Do you have a suggestion for a place to lunch? 
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April 17,1998 

Hello Nurses' Group in Ploinview, 

First of all, I hope that all of you are feeling good and enjoying 
the springtime, even though we have had some rather cool 
weather. 

You haven't heard from me in a while. I apologize for that, but 
plan to do better now that the semester is coming to a close. 

I would like for us to get together for a lunch meeting so that we 
could get acquainted and maybe even reminisce a bit about 
nursing experiences. What do you think about Wednesday, April 
29 or Wednesday, May 6? Or wait until June? 

I've enclosed an envelope and a slip of paper with these dates on 
it. I t you cannot meet on one of those days, just mark it off with 
an X. I f it would be better to wait until June, that would be fine 
with me. 

Also enclosed is a 2-page survey about smoking that I am trying 
to get some data about. This is for a study that I am doing with 
some instructors at Texas Tech University and is completely 
unrelated to my own dissertation. I f you have time and would like 
to give some feedback on this subject (Women A smoking 
patterns), please return the survey. This will be confidential 
information and if you prefer, you can mail it in a separate 
envelope. Our goal is to see how advertising in the post has 
impacted the smoking patterns of women. We are comparing 
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several countries. I also am looking for old (30-40 years) 
magazine ads, so if you are a keeper of these things, you might 
see if you could find anything in them related to smoking. 

I am looking forward to meeting all of you and hearing of your 
own personal story of nursing. You will keep me motivated to 
getting this research project completed. 

Warm regards, 

Beverly Byers 
806-795-2660 

The Ploinview Nurses 
Peggy Soucy Mary Lou Reams 
Ida Corthel Irene Richardson 
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Your preference for the dote of the lunch meeting: 

Wednesday - April 29 Wednesday - May 6 

Sometime in June would be better 

Do you hove a suggestion for a place to lunch? 

Your preference for the date of the lunch meeting: 

Wednesday - April 29 Wednesday - May 6 

Sometime in June would be better 

Do you hove a suggestion for a place to lunch? 
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At Ihc time of the marker dctlicMtioii, llic I cle«r:nii ran (IK- followinu nrlicio IViUuririii Sibyl Pargin 
Sunday 

October 19. 1997 LIVING 
Woman recalls career in nursing field 

By TA>rYA C t / N N I N G H A M 
Trthnolijify and medicine have changed 

1 !•)( -.ince Sibyl Pjrgin began her career 
a^ 3 nurse 

After -.he :<Taduated from the Scott and 
\\'hite Sthixil of Nurs ing in 1934, she 
iviirked without the benefit of penicillin to 
treat infections She made $60 a month, 
enough to buy a new Plymouth and pay 
SlU a month for a room. 

.Mrs Pargin will be one of the graduates 
attending the dedicat ion of a Texas 
Histoncal Commission marker honoring 
the establ ishment of Scott and White 
School of Nursing at 11:30 a.m. Fnday. 
Oct 24 

Arriving at Scott and White recently 
with her friend. Evelyn Bohls , a nursing 
school teacher. Mrs Pargin recalled her 
days as a nurse until her retirement in 
19T.3. Today as she looks back over her 
career, she still believes she lived during 
the best of times and said she feels blessed 
to have known .Vina Laura Cole, former 
director of nursing. 

"I loved It inursingl." Mrs. Pargin said. 
"I loved it from the very beginning." And. 
she said. Ms. Cole was her mentor 

Working with people gave Ms. Cole Joy. 
Mrs. Pargin said. "She just liked doing for 
people Primarily, .-she just gave her heart 
and soul to nursing . . She was an amazing 
person. I cant really tell you how many 
lives she touched." 

" .Mrs. Pargin attended Sweetwater High 
School and in 1930 went to Te.xas Tech 
University whiTe -she spent one semester. 
•We ran out of money. It was in the middle 
of the Depression." 

She first ?ot interested in nursing after 
her father iol pneumonia in 192T. "There 
was no treatment available He was a big 
handsome man of 42 with a beautiful 
future One day he went out in the rain, 
took pneumonia and within 48 hours, he 
was dead " 

.At the time. Mrs Pargin was 13. but she 
remembers the twin Scutt and White nurs
es who took can- of her father. 

Shf told hor mother she mii{ht like to go 
into nursiMi:. ».iMnk; there wvre .nchools in 
Na>hvilliv Ti-nii . and Caliturnia. Her 
ni.ilhor a.'kfd whv nut Sto l t and White 
Shi- .iifreod. .ipplu'ii and was accepted in 
19.11. 

She rom.'inberM that the trains from her 
hiiiiirlowii . irn\oil at ni>;ht so her mother 
m.ido her >;ii thrimi;h Piirt Worth *» she 
could arnvo in the tlay time. 

"I »v.(.< .iweii rthen I -topped off the 
train I ihiUK-hl What am 1 ilmn(< here '" 
.-he taid 

At the lime, I'l.ira l.-iuisr Wnijht was 
ilireit.ir i'l luii-iin; l U r .o.-i.tlaiil was 
Anna Laiir.i I'.ile .Mrs r.iriOn •••I'J M.t 
Wrn;ht W.I- .i - ir i . t . l i». i | i i inanari. tiul 

\1> . 1 . ' l . < viTv -ni . irl 

III Irl.lM 

W i l i l l a I ' . i i l l i M l 

l e M i l e r l t >>l n u t - i 

I'MP.l Mill M i l i ; A 1 

| i t t t l e - - M > i l ) t \ l l l i 

i i i i ; l l i . i l i h ( i l . M i i . i l i i . - . ) i i l . i l . i • 

i i ' t i u l . i i u i M - • " ! II i i i i i i i i ; I 

er a.-* i l irectt ir 

I t . i l l leriKI Wll.i HllplTIM-

Irniii ItMir. to l 'J22 III 

>iriri.illv r i - i i i « n i i e i l an • 

^i . i le li'i^isliiliirt', i i ieuA-

iilil let up 
I'MIX t h e 

"She was my mentor, my friend and we 
all loved her dearly." she said, adding that 
.Ms. Cole was big-hearted. "She helped a 
lot of people financially and anybody in 
trouble * 

The nursing school consistently had 
very high ratines. Around 194G. the Board 
of Nursine Examiners was created. From 
1P46 until 19TI) when the school moved it 
consistently scored in the top 5 percent of 
the .state to the credit of Ms Cole and Dr. 
Laverne tlnllman 

At the marker dedication. Dr Gallman 
will pay tnbute to Ms. Cole. Mrs. Parmn 
said the Inter nurses who did not know M.s 
Cole, but had heard of her. have a deep 
respect for her 

The nursing suite at Scott and White 
Memon.il Hospital is now called the .\nii.i 
Uiura Cole Suite "Were so proud of ii." 
Mrs. Pnrcin .said 

She -an) Ms Cole demanded exci'lleiue 
uleverviMie .ind everylhmi; ihey did "Slie 
was .so interested in the patient lomh 
the patient .mil he sure the patient liiiiiw-
vnure there I think we all KOl ih.il InHii 
her • 

.She sun) nursing was hard work iinil 
|H-,.ple ihiii .li.l 1' hud to really U- d.-.h, .,i 

ed. "At that time, we couldn't go to the 
show or walk downtown unless it was a 
group together It was very stnct. We loved 
what we were doing." 

This too was back when career options 
were limited for women and nursing was 
one profession where there wa.-. reasonably 
good pav and dignity The other option at 
the time was teaching. "I thought about 
going to be a school teacher, but with her 
father dead, she didn t have the monev" 

"I'm so glad that I did come and am glad 
I came to Scott and While." she .said 
Becau.se of financial difficulties there was 
no class in 1932 There were no applir.ints 
a.s well because the girls just couldnt 
afford to let go and .S<-citt .inH White could
n't pay them 

Mrs Pargin -.iid hrr f.iv.nte phnti' .)f 
M.s Cole appeared in 'A Circle and a Sl.ir" 
marking the OOlh ye;ir .il i h^ nursing 
school 

In the Winter I'I'ih issue -if 'Nurse ;,i 
.Nurse." Mrs I'argin wn.ie .lUiui .Ms i'.>ie. 

pi'rh.ips she IS giving ulvue u. ingels 
who surelv si i rr i iund her in he iven " She 

went un to write tli.il the p.»ni iiv S.uii 
W.i l ler Kush - T h . l l I , v i l i . > u l . . .Mhe 

K u a d ' r e i i i i n . l s h e r ..I M- ( ..le - . Ii.ir i, l . r 

, ind p . -rsun . i l i ly is a o . , l . - - "I . 1 me l i v in 

i h e h o u s e liy i h le ..I l b . '•..„[ ,n.l U- , 

frii-nci I" " lun " 

l i i . i d u . i t e N u i s e s \ s s M * i . i l i o n Will* l i i r m e d 

.lllil \ l . ' ' 11 l i e u 1. b e l i e v . ' . l 111 l l . i ve l iee l l ill 

l l le l l t s l g lui l j l III I ' l l " "be w . i s | i r i - s i i l e l l l 

I . n e t l l l i e e lllit sillt* grul>|lN rurilleil l l i e 

I, , . l , Nut - e s Vsso. l . l l lo l l 
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Wishing you happine^^, 
warmt/) and good cheer 
P^d hoping yod'u^ have 

A happv New Year 

x^/^-5? J^^"^^ ^ 

A-^'^•^£<S:^.<y ^J^U't̂  ^^t^yrt d-^e.^ /^ACA^ 
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vVishing you 
happiness at this 

special season 
and always 
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M I S S I S S I P P I STATE BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF N U R S E S 
1 

OBSTETRICAL NURSING 

OctolJer 6 - 7, 1941 

1. Name the female reproductive organs. 

2. What is meant by pre-natal care? 

3. Name some minor complications of pregnancy. 

4. What is meant by premature labor? 

5. What are the symptoms of placenta praevia. 

6. Define episiotomy. When is an episiotomy done? 

7. Name some complications of labor. 

(IJ) What is meant by sterile care in obstetrics? 

9. What is amniotic fluid? 

10. By what means does the fetus receive nouitishment? 

11. Why is an obstetrical case given an enema 

Answer ten 

before advanced labor? 
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BIRTH and DEATH 
by LUCILLE POSEY, R.N. 

^B1p«^ 
W^m 
W "'•' 
1 •-'./... t '^ 
1 . . .•••/, tM 

^./^^'^M 

KJSI 

'^^ 

W^yA 
••^m'M 

"It is as natural 
to die as to be 
born; and to a lit
tle infant, perhaps, 
the one is as pain
ful as the other." 

—Francis Bacon. 
Many >ears of 

my nursing career 
have been spent in 

Lucille Posey the birth rooms of 
Scott and White Hospital. Hundreds of 
the children in Temple were delivered 
with my assistance. I was the first person 
to hold them in my arms — some to 
breathe life into their bodies. It gave me 
great pleasure to bring good nows for 
healthy babies bom to some, but much 
sadness to be a bearer of sad news to 
others. 

I enjoyed being a part of the babies' 
lives; this included mothers, fathers, 
grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, and 
friends. But as I became older I felt 
that the younger nurses needed their ex
periences in obstetrics. So I transferred 
out of this department and was the gen
eral supervisor of the hospital for nearly 
eight years. 

Then I asked for a day supervisor's 
position and I accepted the position on 
a unit for treatment of cancer patients. 
Some of these patients have lived with 
their cancer for years and have known 
their diagnosis. For some of these pa
tients it is a shocking experience to learn 
of their impending death. But its also 
amazing how these same patients feel 
a sense of relief when they enter the 
hospital. They and their families can 
share the burden of their dying with 
nurses and doctors who are concerned 
and who have an understanding of the 
reasons for their dying. 

A nurse not only takes care of the 
patient, but she also lends herself to the 
entire family; this is true at both birth 
and death. There is so much that a nurse 
gives of herself to the mother in labor; 
then helping her to adjust to her new 
role (as a mother) and then bringing 
daddy in to being a part of the circle. 
It is all a rewarding and soulfilling ex
perience. 

Ministering to the dying patient can 
also be a very gratifying experience. A 
nurse becomes quite involved not only 
with a patient but with the entire family. 
Help can be given to accept one day 
at a time. I never center any of my 
teaching time in the future; to me, it 
is a temporary loss of this moment right 
now. The present is all that the (dying) 
patient has to cling to. So today we 
make the most of what we have; both 
patient and family feel comforted be
cause they know, and I know, death is 
inevitable. 

So from birth to death—"the wisdom 
doesn't change, only the situation." 

The first baby I held in my arms after birth 
I thought—what a precious thing to behold. 
It's a miracle. Birth. 
The first body I held in my arms after death 
I thought—what a strange trembling feeling— 
so cold. 
It's a secret. Death. 
The first body after birth was placed in a crib 
and given care. ; 
/ thought—a new soul to cherish. 
It's a mystery. Life. 
The first body after death was placed on 
a slab: it was bare. 
I thought—the spirit does not perish. 
It's for eternity. Freedom. 
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